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Chapttr XII 

CUNDUnoN 

63. General lafornation 

The otumlatlve effect le an appreciable Increase In the local 
action of the explosion. This effect Is obtained by using charges 
vhioh have a cavity on one of the ends — a ouaulative cavity. If 
snoh a charge is initiated fron the opposite end, then the explosive 
effect in the direction of the cavity axis is found to be anoh greater 
than if ordinary charges are used. It vas established experinentelly 
that if the surface of a ouaulative cavity is covered vith a relatively 
thin aetal facing, then the araor-pieraing action of the ouaulative 
charge is increased by aany tiaes (Table 102). 

The increased local action of charges vith cavities has been 
knovn for aore than 100 years. For a long tine, however, this*oir- 
cuastance vas not paid due attention and ouaulative charges vers not 
used in ailitary or civilian technology. 

The first systeaatio investigation of the phenoaenon of ouaula- 
tion vas carried in 1923 — 1926 by Sukharevskiy, who established 
the dependence of the eraor-piarcing actioncf ouaulative charges 
(without facing) on the shape of the cavity and on aany other factors. 

Ouaulative charges have found extensive practical application 
only during the second world war. These charges were used in artillery 
and in explosives intended for fighting against tanks and fortification 
structures. 

Serious expcriaental and theoretical investigations of emulation 
began only during the second vorId war. The aost outstanding work in 
this field has been done by Soviet scientists (Pokrovskiy, Lavrentyev, 
and others). 

A consistent hydrodynamic theory of cumulation, based on correct 
physical representations, was developed in 1945 by lavrentyev and 
independently of him by the American scientists Taylor, Rsiohalberger. 
and others. 
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Oft the basis of up«ri«ac« gain«! daring th« wr li oan be 
ooaolodftd that ooralati?« aaBunltloa 1« an aft activa sana of fighting 
•gainat amerad targata and anginaaring atrae torea. They are tl»c> 
uldaly uaad in technology, partioularlj in oil extraction. 

The study of the problem is beat started from an examination of 
ooMlativa affect in pore form, i.e., in the abaanoa of a metallic 
facing on the surface of the cavity. 

If ordinary charges (vithont cavities) are used, va deal ax* 
dnsivaly vith propagation of explosion prodnota and ahock waves 
which diverge predominantly la a spherical direction. The charac¬ 
teristic feature of such e motion is the rapid decrease of the — 
parameters of the gas (pressure, velocity, density), principally as 
e result of the distribution of the explosion energy vith motion 
of the detonation products and shook wave in a continuously inoressina 
volume of a sphere. 

To the contrary, in the motion of a converging stream of 
detonation products or converging shook waves, an appreciable increase 
takes place in the parameters of the medium. 1 specific feature of 
euók notions is the sharp increase in the dewlty of the gas enere?, 
which in turn leads to a considerable increase in the local destruc¬ 
tive action of the explosion. Motion of this kind is realised hy 
exploding chargee of special form — simpad charges. 

Thus, the cumulation effect consists of an appreciable condensa¬ 
tion of the detonation products, the increase of pressure in these 
products, and also a considerable increase in the energy density both 
in the scattering detonation products and in the shook waves produced 
fey the exploaion. 

A classic example of cumulation is a spherical converging shook 
detonation vnvn. At tha cantar of ooovarganoa of auch a wave 

praaauras can ooour on tha ordar of millions of atmoapharas. This * 
form of oomnlation oan ba affaotad, in particular, by using charges 
shaped like hollow spheres, and simultaneously initiating the explo¬ 
sion over the entire outer aurfeoe of the sphere. However, the total 
cumulativa affsot will in this oaaa ba o one antra tad i neide the oavity 

in a sons adjacent to the oenter of the aphere. This form of pureli 
radial oonulatlon, baa a vary limitad application in practica, none¬ 
theless, it is of grant aoiantifio internat, sino# an analysis of v-hls 
cumulation snablss us to disolosa certain laws which art common to 
all aspects of tha cumulative affect aa a whole. 
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Of greatest practical importance is directed axial oomnlatioa. 
This form of ouanlatioa can be realised by exploding charges contain!n* 
cavities of various shapes (hemisphere, cone, parabola, hyperbola, 
etc.). ouanlatioa is due to condensation of the détonation 
products and their accelerated motion along the axis of the cavity. 
This form of cumulation, unlike radial ouanlatioa, is always associatec 
with a so-called cumulative jet, which has a directed motion. 

64. SCATTERING OF EXPLOSION PRODUCTS FROM 
A CHARGE WITH AN OBLIQUE SURFACE 

To determine the conditions of formation of the cumulative jet 
in the case of axial directed cumulation, it is necessary to consider 
first the principal laws of the scattering of detonation products 
from the inside of a cumulative cavity, which in turn reduces to an 
analysis of the problem of flow of detonation products from an oblique 
out, i.e., to an investigation of detonation of a linear charge for 
the case when the detonation wave arrives at the charge surface at a 
certain angle. 

Let us analyse the pattern of scattering of the surface layer of 
a charge in the case of an oblique detonation wave. In so doing, we 
can state that the principal part of the energy of this layer is 
radiated within a sufficiently small angle, the bisector of which 
makes an angle ^ with the normal to the surface of the charge. The 
angle y depends on the angle (X between the front of the detonation 
wave and the surface of the charge (Fig. 157). On the average, more 
than 70£ of the surface-layer energy is radiated within a 10° angles 

We recall that in the calculation of the scattering of detona¬ 
tion products, starting from the Prandtl-Mayer solution, we are 
justified in speaking only of the scattering of the surface layer of 
the explosive. The saattering of the deeper layers will no longer 
obey this law. With increasing thickness of the charge, the thickness 
of the surface to which this solution is applicable also increases. 

Both experiments and theory show that the surface layer of a 
shaped charge carries the main part of the energy consumed in des¬ 
truction of the partition. 

Let us analyse in greater detail the detonation of an elongated 
linear charge. The experiments of Pokrovskiy and Dokuchayev have 
shown, in full agreement with theory, that the maximum action is 
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•xerted on tho partition by drtonition prod acts vtdoh ankt an algia 
of 7 — 14° with tha noraal to tha oharga anrfaoa. Inaaaaeh aa tha 
aaln part of tha anargy of a linaar oharga la oono antra tad within a 
—11 angla, it it poeaibla to obtain a gaoaatrio oonatmetion for 
tha fronts of tha aoattarad datonation prod no ta for saoh a oharga, 
•paoiflad in tarns of any aquation, i.a., a oharga having tha form 
of waj arbitrary onrva. To tha contrary, it is possible to determine 
tha aquation of a linear oharga, whioh produces on a specified distano« 
a given detonation-prodnot front surface# 

Great interest attaches to a linear oharga in tha simpa of a 
channel (Fig, 158). If saoh a oharga is initiated on one of tha ends, 
for example at tha point 0, tha following will taka plaçai tha 
front of tha datonation prodoots, traveling from tha Uny Ok at an 
•o*1« ¿ , and tha front traveling from tha lina AB at tha same angle, 
neat along tha line OUj with this, QA0» * 7T/4 + y. Analogously 
we obtain a line 0*B for AB and BC, and finally a line of ano ouater 
O1! for Qi and BC. Obviously tha coordinates of tha point 0* are 

X = AB cos2 (453 — y)= 4^(1 -f-sin 2T); 

y = OA — cos 2j. 

If a oharga of this kind is plaoad on a matallio plate, than tha 
greatest deformation of tha metal will take plaoe precisely the 
lines AO1, 0*B, and 0*1. It is obvious that by measuring tha angles 
QAO* and ABO* and tha coordinates of tha point 0*, it is possible to 
determine with high aoouraoy tha angle t , and also tha value of 
D/u = w, inasmuch as sin y * vl/D ( Ÿ is the Maoh ancle in this 
problem). ¿ v 

Let the mavlman notion of the datonation prodoots nova with a 
velocity u. Than in tha datonation of a linaar oharga tha surfaoe of 
propagation of tha maxima will have a straight-line form. Inasmuch 
as this surfaoe is tha envelope of a large number of individual wavaa, 
its angle of Inclination to tha surfaoe of tha oharga «ni indeed be * 
tha Mioh angle. 

It is essential to note that hare H is not tha velocity of 
tha partióles, but tha spaed of notion of tha itself, whioh is 
several times smaller than the partióla velocity. An analogous oasa 
takas plaoe in one-dimensional scattering of gas escaping from a 
vessel, whan tha rata of notion e mx is equal to ï = o /y , and 

tha navinun partióle velocity is 
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vhioh jields a 
MX 

a max 
^ 3T - 1 
7 T+ 1 

3t-1 
7 + 1 ’ 

a 2u vh«n 

It 1« obvions tbst « vary sharp and oltar ont sons of action 
of ths MTisns (ffr) aakss it possibla to foons tha straau of 
datonation products. This is possibla andar tha following conditions. 
Tbs datonation prodonts traveling froa différant points of tha 
detonating surface towards tha focal point should converge simul¬ 
taneously, and consequently tha front of tha conversing wave of tha 
detonation products should be spherical, and tha angle between the 
tangent to tha surface of the charge and the direction to the focus 
most be constant. Let us derive the equation for such a "cumulating” 
surface. We first consider the two-dimensional problem and derive 
the equation for a "cumulating" curve, vhioh yields a convergent 
circular wave. Ve place the origin at the focus of this curve. Let 
the detonation begin at a certain point 0 (Fig. 159). Then from the 
tautoohronism principle (the Fermat principle) we have 

04 , 
Ü + 

AF 

u 
= const. 

u 

From this ve obtain for the length of the are 0i the expression 
? 

~0A= J /r'+fáy d9 = (OF-AF)i = !i(r„-r), (64,1) 
K 
2 

vhere u is the velocity of motion of the maximum of action. 

Differentiating the expression (64.1) vith respect to f , ve 
obtain 

r 

Solving Sq. (64.2), ve get 

~.f-1 

(64,2) 

(64,3) 

This is the equation of a logarithmic spiral. 



RS 

Forming a aurfana of revolution (about the azia of rotation 
GF), «• obtain the cuaulating eurfaoe, uhiob yields a convergent 
apharioal vave. Aa ia veil known, the logarithmic spiral satisfies 
the following condition: the angle between the tangenbto any point 
A and the radius vector ia a constant quantity. 

It ia dear from the construction that this angle is equal to 
90° - V and that 90° - y = 180° - (eC+ ^ ), where o( is the angle 
of inclination of the tangent. 

Bence 

Inasmuch as 

Y = a — 90° 4- <?• 

r __tgŸ 
tg (90° — a) = ctg « = -= tg [arctg 7 — '?j=tg[-(? -l-7)]- 

— tg 'f + 1 

we have 

arctg 7 = - Tl 7 = —tgT> 

But we have established that 

Tharafore 
tg 7 = 

1 

r u 

and sin 7 = D (64,4) 

Thus, the fundamental relation for a straight-line charge is 
valid also in this case. The logarithmic spiral is the only curve 
which focuses the detonation products and simultaneously has the 
tautoohronism property and the property of being able to direct 
towards the focus, from each element of its surface, detonation pro¬ 
ducts having precisely identical parameters at precisely the same 
angle. Experiments with a detonating string (D3) give good agreement 
with theory. For a detonating atring 

^ = 1 y — 14°. 
D 5 * 
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Th« ■«tí mm dcforaatioQ of a plat« on vhioh lias a spiral aada 
of a detonating string oooors, aooorat« to s«T«ral paro«nt, at tha 
thaoratioal faons of tha spiral. 

1 threa-diaensional obarga aada by rotating a logarithoio spiral 
around tha OP axis, vhioh yields a converging wave of detonation 
products, is of great principal interest, for vhan such a charge is 
sufficiently large it is possible to produce at its focus very high 
pressures, reaching a alllion atmospheres. The initial average value 
of the detonation products is 100,000 ata. 

The surface formed by revolution of a logarithmic spiral vill 
be the "cumulative" surface of charge, ensuring simultaneous focusing 
of the detonation products only vhen the detonator is located near 
the point 0. If the layer of explosive between the detonator and 
the cumulative surface (at the point 0) is sufficiently thick, then 
the fora of the cumulative surface just considered no longer has this 
property, since it vill no longer satisfy simultaneously the condition 
of tautochronisaand the escape of detonation products at a specified 
angle to the surface of the charge (with a specified angle between the 
front of the detonation wave and the surface). By cutting off part 
of the charge formed by rotating a logarithmic spiral (for example, 
along the plane BN), we obtain a real cumulative charge, capable of 
ensuring very high pressure at the zone of convergence of the elemen¬ 
tary jets. 

However, the armor piercing ability of such a charge will be 
small; this is explained by the fact that no normal cumulative jet 
with axial action is produced vhen it is detonated. This problem will 
be considered in greater detail later on. 

The theory of an unclosed cumulative charge, capable of ensuring 
directed axial cumulation, entails greater difficulties than the 
theory of a closed charge, since the escape of the detonation products 
will have no longer a central (point) symmetry, but an axial symmetry, 
and this increases the number of independent variables of the problem 
by one. However, the lavs established above make it possible to draw 
several useful qualitative conclusions with respect to the nature and 
process and formation of the cumulative jet, and to make some approxi¬ 
mate calculations of its parameters. 

Frooess of formation of cumulative jet. It was established 
above that the main part of the energy of the detonation products, 
adjacent to the boundary of the exploded charge, is radiated inside 
a small angle, the bisector of which makes an angle )/ with the normal 
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to th# torrão# of th# o barg#. It follows th«r#for# that whoa th# 
detonation prodooti «soap# through th# sorfao# of a oomlativ# oavitj. 
tlMor boooM daflootod fro« th#ir initial trajootory in sooh a way 
that th# aaziana action ha# a direction which is alaost perpendicular 
to the surface. The detonation produots and the shook wave front 
produced ahead of then experience a special kind of refraction, is a 
result of such a notion of the elenentaxj Jets, a detonation-product 
flow will be produced, converging along the axis of the ounulative 
cavity and having a greater density and velocity oonpared with the 
detonation produots, which are scattered in other directions. The 
process of fornation of the ounulative Jet ie shown soheaatioally in 

Individual aleneutarj Jets will nova nornaUy to the surface of 
the cavity only near the cavity itself. Upon further novnaent of 
the jets will becone rectified in accordance with the general lawsi 
gas<fraaaics. At a certain distance fron the base of the cavity, a 
naxinun condensation of the ounulative Jet will take place. This dis¬ 
tance F indeed detamiues the place of location of the so-called 
ounulative focus. At a distance exceeding the focal distance, the 
ounulative Jet degenerates rapidly, owing to the radial scatter!!« of 
the detonation produots which were oonpressed to Mgh pressure. 

It is known that the ounulative effect nanifests itself suffi¬ 
ciently clearly only in the direct vicinity of the charge. With in¬ 
creasing distance to the oharge, the ounulative effect decreases 
sharply and nay even vanish ooaipletely. Fron this we can conclude 
that the action of the cumulative charge is due principally to the 
inpactof the stream of detonationproduots (ounulative jet), which have 
a much greater density at short distances fron the center of the ex¬ 
plosion than the density of the air in the shock wave noving in front 
of then. Even in the usual escape of detonation produots, as es¬ 
tablished in Chapter H, the air density on the front of the shook 
wave is approximately 20 or 30 times less than the density of the 
stream of detonation produots. The difference between the density of 
the air and of the cumulative stream is even greater. 

« JÍ* •rriT* at the conclusion that prinoipal attention in the 
investigation of ounulation must be paid to an analysis of the notion 
of the explosion produots, namely that part of the products which forme 
the cumulative Jet proper. Problems connected with the notion of the 
shook wave are in this case of secondary significance. 

Results of experiments have shown that the maximum velocity of 
a ounulative Jet (the velocity of its frontal part) reaches 12 -- 15 
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ka/sM for obarges aade cf high-eiplosive substances. The focal dis- 
tanoe depends above all on the shape of the cavity: the analler the 
onrvature of the oiuuilative surface, the lesser the refraotion that 
is experienced by the explosion products escaping through this sur¬ 
face, and consequently the greater the fooal distance. 

It is possible in principle to specify a cavity profile such 
that the cumulative foous is at a distance exceeding the none of 
direct action of the explosion products* 

In this particular case, the cumulative effect vill be due 
principally to the convergence of the shook taves. However, the action 
of similar cumulative chargee will be greatly inferior to the action 
of a normal cumulative charge. 

For a specified cavity profile, the focal distance varies with 
the speed of detonation of the explosive. Let us illustrate this 
situation using as an example a charge with hemispherical oavity. 
If the detonation wave reaches the entire surface of the hemisphere 
simultaneously, the cumulative focus will be only somewhat farther 
than the center of the hemisphere. The reason the foous does not 
coincide fully with the center of the hemisphere is that in axial 
cumulation the elementazy jets become straightened out as they 
approach the axis of the charge. A simultaneous approach of the front 
to the entire surface of the cavity is possible obviously only when 
the speed of detonation is infinite. It follows therefore that the 
less the speed of detonation of the explosive charge, the greater the 
corresponding fooal distance. This is one of the explanations for 
the appreciable drop in the cumulative effect when cumulative charges 
aade of low explosives (ammonites etc.) are sot off. 

For a specified oavity profile and for specified explosive 
properties, the fooal distance can be changed by introducing inside 
the charge specially chosen "lenses" aade of Inert material or of 
another explosive. Such lenses make it possible to control the 
detonation process and, in particular, to ensure simultaneous approach 
of the detonation wava to the surface of the oavity. Charges with 
"lenses" are shown in Fig. 161. In case a the time of approach of 
the detonation wave to the surface of the oavity is regulated by 
changing the direction of the detonation front; in case b this is done 
by using a lens of an explosive in which the detonation velocity is 
smaller. 

To explain the effect of the form and dimensions of the cavity 
on the destructive action of the cumulative charge, and also to 
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•«timt« th« energy and ms« of the o unia tive Jet, it i« necessary 
to establish first vhat part of the explosive charge produces the 
oumlative jet proper. Ve call this the active part of the emulative 
(shaped) charge 

65. ACTIVE PART OP SHAPED CHARGE 

To estimte the active part of the shaped charge, ue me the 
instantaneous-detonation sc hern. In this case the rarefaction vaves 
travel fron all sides of the charge vith equal velocity, so that it is 
very sinple to detensiae the fora of the surface of convergence of 
tvo rarefaction vaves traveling fron any tvo surfaces, in the oase 
vhen these surfaces are specified (Fig. 162). 

Let the equation of surface of revolution 1 be 

y\=fi{xx). (65,1) 

The equation of surface 2 is 

^2=/2(^2). (65,2) 

The sought equation is written in the fora 

y=f{x). (65,3) 

It is obvious froa the construction that 

x = xx—z, y=yx, x = x-i, 
y=y2 — 2. (65,4) 

EUainating a froa (65.4) ve obtain 

y—y¿ = x — xl. (65,5) 

Ina anuoh as X\ — 'ft (.Vi)an<^ yx—y* 

and y2=fi (x2) ^ x — *2' 
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relation (65.5) assuaes the font 

y+vi{y) = x+Mx). (65,0) 

This equation deterainea the sought surface of encounter of tvo 
rarefaction naves* It is obvious that the line y ~ f (x) should be 
equidistant froa the lines y^ = ^1(¾) aJ)d *2 ~ In P1,1001!*1* 

it is easy to find the equation of this line. However, inasnuoh as 
the strata of the detonation products is scattered more slowly inside 
the cavity than on the outside, a relatively larger part of the 
detonation products will escape precisely froa the outer side. There¬ 
fore the line y = f (x) shifts closer to the line y2 * fa^)* 

If the distance froa the rear surface of the charge (Fig. 162) 
to the point 0 is not less than the distance froa this surface to the 
vertex of the cavity (not less than r), then the line of encounter 
of the rarefaction waves will be approxiaately the line separating the 
nasses of the explosion products, escaping in different directions. 
It is obvious that the volune of the active part of the charge, va, 

of the part aoving in the direction of the ounulative cavity, is 
daterained, disregarding the displaoeaent of the line y = f(x) due 
to the soaewhat different conditions under which the detonation pro¬ 
ducts escape froa the outer and inner surfaces, by the integral 

r+h r+h 

(65,7) 
h 

Here y = yi\ dx = dxi +dyl — dy2, 

which follows froa (65.5). 

Ve aust know 

and then 
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and 
v*=nf y\ (¿y* “ ^2)—^/ dy> 

vhioh yialds 

v* = -y — *J dy* (65,8) 

It 

alnoa 

to dateralaa 72 as a fuaotion of 7^, an aas7 aattar 

y\-=f\(xi) yi=fi(x). 

To tha contrary, 

vhioh 7ialds 

and 

^ = 91(^1)= izCVa). 

Q rO zrl (* <> , 
^ = V y'idj;dyi' 

(65,9) 

In the particular oase vhen y2 = r0 = const 

(o7lindrioal charge), Eq. (65.6) asauaes the fora 

y+<?\(y)=x+r0 

and the voluae of the active part is deterained 67 the foraula 

= i65’10) 

¿nasaooh as the integrand of Eq. (65.9) vanishes, i.e., the active 
part depends only on the caliber of the charge. It is assuaed here 
that the radius of the base of the cavity is equal to half the 
caliber of the charge. Froa this ve aust conclude that the active 
part of the charge decreases as the disaster of the base of the cavity 
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ia efaaqgad. Coaa«qu*atly, to obtain a larga aetira part ia a oharga 
of giran dianatar, it ia naoeaaaxy to aaka tha diaaatar of tha baaa 
of tha oavity aa larga aa poaaibla. 

97 nay of azaapla va 0onaidar a cylindrical oharga vith a 
haaiapharloal raar part and a oavity of arbitrary for» (lig, 163). 
Tha height of the oharga ia 2ro + h. The velona of auch a oharga ia 

^0 = it/*o(r0-(- A) -f Krl — X f — 

Tha ratio ia 
5 3 . 2 , 

— -ÕT it/*o -(- ~r0 A 

= 5 + 3,--4 /¾. 
ro ro ; V, 

~ r f\dy 

(65,12) 

(65,11 

vhara 
v' — ^i 

dx (65,13) 

For a oonioal cavity va have 

r0 , 
t: Í y 'dy 

J y\ 
2 rjj A, z/q — -g- îî/'o -(- -^- A, 

/1 
= 5-(-2 

ra ^ r o 

(65.14) 

(65.15) 

Fro» this it is obvions that for real charges (h 2; 2r0) va 

nava v0 
Va 

9, 

i.a., the »aaa of the aotiva part of the oharga «ni be 11$ of the 
■asa of tha entire oharga. The oharga shown in Fig. 163 has a ni» 
possible volune, at vhioh osa is »ade of its entire oaloolated aotiva 
part. 

Tha aotiva part of a flat (non-ouaolative) charge is detarained 
as bafora by tha relationship 

Vd== 3 r°' 
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Th« InlwMi ToluMcf 800h a charge la 

= + Tzrl. (65,16) 

Therefor« ▼q/t^ s 5, aoaethlag which can be derived directly 

frca (65.4) by putting h a 0. Analogously, a cylindrical unrounded 
obarge will have 

V0 = 2T:rl and — = 6. 
Va 

(65,17) 

Stanjrukovioh investigated in detail the propagation of rare- 
faction waves in the scattering of detonation products under real 
conditions, and has shown that the relations derived above for the 
acjive part of any charge, for instantaneous detonation, are suitable 
with accuracy of 5% for the calculation of the active part in a 
real detonation. 

« results obtained, we can arrive at the following 
conclusions. The niniaua height of the charge, at which its active 
part reaches its Halting value is for a cylinder H-, = 2r0 + h, 

corresponding to approximately two calibers in the case of real shaped! 
charge with conical cavity. As the length of the charge decreases ^ 

tÍ! 1CtiTt ^ 18 peduoad slowly than the weight 
híiÍht H*/V0hÍT* Mk8> At Possible to use charges with 
height H < in shaped aaaunition, without noticeable reduoUon 

in the ouaulative effect. 

It follows froa (65.10) that as the diaaeter of the base of 
a ouaulative cavity increases, the ouanlative effect should increase 

of th* *°u” ^u pro,>ortio"u to 

Let us calculate now the effect of the shell and of the facing 

îLVÏÎP*? °bÄPg,J?n th? of the active part. Ve consider 
the following one-diaenaional probleat assuae that two bodies of 
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Masas and )¾ aova in an infinita non-deforaing toba andar tha 

inflaanoa of an expanding gaa (datonation produot). Misa KL aovas 

to tha right and Kz aovas to the left. It is required to dataraina 

tha velocities ul and 02 of tha nasses, and also tha Moses of tha 

detonation prodoots that aove to the right and to tha left (¾ and »2) 

Tha following relations are obvious: 

« = 7; m = m¡+nw, ¢ = (65,18) 

Assuming that tha velocity of tha gas is linearly distributed 
over its Mssas a¿ and 02, we obtain from the law of conservation 

of nonentua 

nHu1_nhu1jr ^ _ M<¿h = 0. (65,19) 

The law of conservation of energy yields 

m2u:¿ ^2U2 HI CL 
mQ (65,2U) 

where oj^ia tha velocity of sound in tha datonation product (for the 

case of instantaneous detonation). It is further obvious that 
inaaauoh as x 11 = --, lh<r 

we have «1 
Hl I 

Un 

Hit (65,21) 

Solving (65.19), (65.20), and (65.21) simultaneously and taking into 
account the fact that m = m^ + m2, we obtain 

if, - Aft 

m= 

4- 
)• ^=?(1+iî|fÆ); <65'22) 

X 

Ai[ -(- Afo -(- m 

2m (m 4 2Mn)i (Af, 4 Af. 4 m) 
cj (hi 4 2Afo)î [m (m 42AÍ,) 4 6,M, (Af, 4 Aiî + ^)1 + (hi 4 2Af,p 
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P 

X 
1 

«2 

m (m -f 2M{) -f 6AÍ, (Ai, + Ai2 -f m)] ' 
2m (m + 2Af,)î(AÎ,-(-Ai, -(- m) 

(m+2AÎ2)î [m (m -f 2Aio) + 6Ai, (Ai, + Ai« + m)] + (m + 2Ai,) 
1 

(65,23) 

X 

^ [m (m -f 2A1,) + 6AÎ2 (Ai, -f ÃÍ2 + m)\ 

Ve dou deteralne the onllaterel Bernentua 

A = — /2 = «i [^1 -f y] = — U2 [Mt -f- Ç] . 

. (65,24) 

(65,25) 

In the particular case when Mg = 0 

/. = -/2 = -^ = ^2^^]. (65,26) 

IneaBuoh ae for M 3 0 ve have 
2 

M. = f 
«1 m 

2(m + Mx)’ c;n V(m + 4Ai1)(m + Ai1) ’ 

ve obtain 

When 

/ _ » mein 
yl — —¡2— 

(m + 2Ai,)2 
(65,27) 

4 (/n + Ai,)/(m + Ai1)(m + 4Af1) ’ 

0 ve have a ao^4> and when 0« ve have - noj^ 

/2. These results are obvioua, since the moBentuB doubles upon 
reflection froa an absolutely rigid vail (M^ -+ 00 ). 

If N = M = M, ve have 
1 2 w. m-i 

m 

-,/ m 
= -11-, = C,w 1/-r^iT • r m -\-3M 

l{±=^/, = c±(m-\-2M)\/r 
m 

m 3m 

(65.28) 

(65.29) 

(65,39) 

If Hj^ ^ 0, then 1^ = '‘hen M -v 00 ve have 1^ = 

-*cx> , vhioh is quite natural, for when M = = M —■> o« the pressur« 

on the vail aots for an unliaitedly long tiae. 

i sind 1er scheu can be used vith a high degree of accuracy to 
investigate the scattering of the active part of a shaped charge, 
assuaing b to be the usa of the explosive contained betveen the 
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el «Mots of the shell and the facing, vhile and R, are the usees 

of these elements. The distance between the eleusts of the facing 
and the shell is measured along the shortest straight line. 

66. CUMULATION TOR A CAVITT WITH METALLIC FACING 

In the presence of metallic facing on the surface of the cavity, 
as already noted, a very sharp increase in the ouaulative effect is 
observed. In spite of the fact that in this case there are obtained 
the same physical features that characterise the explosion of a 
shaped charge without facing on the cavity. The picture of the 
phenounon under consideration, however, changes considerably. 

Experimental and theoretical researches have established that 
the intensification of the ouaulative effect in the presence of facing 
is due to the very strong and unique redistribution of the energy 
between the explosion products and the material of the metallic facing, 
and the transfer of part of the metal into the ouaulative Jet. The 
main part of the energy of the active part of the cumulative charge 
is "pumped over" into the metal of the facing, in such a way that 
the energy is concentrated in a thin layer of utal, which forma the 
cumulative Jet proper. As a result of this, a considerably greater 
energy density is obtained in the Jet than when a charge is exploded 
without facing on the cavity. The maximum "condensation," determined 
by the ratio of the diameter of the cavity to the diameter of the Jet, 
is four — five for a charge without facing. For a charge with 
metallic facing, the "condensation" is much higher, since the dia¬ 
meter of the cumulative Jet is 1 — 3 m. 

All-out experimental investigations by methods of instantaneous 
x-ray photography, spark photography, etc., have made it possible 
to establish the nature of the cumulative Jet and the mechanism of 
its formation. Particularly fruitful in the investigation of the 
phenomenon of cumulation in the presence of metallic facing is the 
method of instantaneous x-ray photography 

The process has been investigated in greatest detail with 
charges having hemispherical and conical facias. As a result of 
all these investigations it was established that metallic facing 
becomes pinched under the action of the explosion products, and con¬ 
sequently its elements oollapse successively with formtion of a 
thin metallic Jet, which has high velocity. 

_The overall picture of the process of deformation of the 
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utalli.0 faolag aad forMtioa of tha cuoulatlva jat is shown on two 
ssrlss of x-nj pictures (Pigs. I64 and 165). They record the process 
of pinching of the facing and the notion of the Jet with tine. It 
was found, in the processing of the exparineatal data, that th© aaxLmua 
rate of radial deformation of a steel cone with wall thickness 1 — 
2 an amounts to 1,000 — 2500 m/sec,depending on the type of explosive. 
00 rapid a pinching of the feeing causes it to become converted into a 
compact monolithic mass - pestle (Fig. 166) - which gives rise to the 
formation and subsequent development of the cumulative jet. As each 
element of the facing becomes pinched, its thickness increases, and the 
energy is concentrated for the most part in its internal layer. The 
Jet is formed exclusively through flow of metal adjacent to the 
internal surface of the facing, this being the cormequenoe of the 
fast collision between its elements at the instant of collapse. 

The mass of the metal converted into a cumulative jet amounts 
n? +h! ~ ^ of th# maB of the facing. A confirmation 
of the fact that the cumulative jet is connected with the flow of 
metal can be obtained not only from the foregoing results, but also 
from the following data. If a copper layer U.05 am thick ie electro¬ 
plated on the internal eurfaoe of a steel cone, no traces of copper 
are found in the pestle at all. On the other hand, if the copper is 
deposited on the outer surface of the cone, strips of oxidised copper 
are formed in the pestle. In tracing the pestle, one can detect along 
7*f * , * «arrow channel, the presence of which indicates that the 
internal layers of the metalfaeve much higher velocities than the 
external ones. Regarding the character of deformation of the facing 
setal during its pinching one can draw some conclusions also from 
results of metallographio investigations of pestles in sections that 
ire sufficiently far from the axis. 

All the microstruoture photographs (Fig. 167) readily show the 
orientation and the drawing of the structural components in the axial 
lireotion. 

The orientation and the drawing increase as the corresponding 
Layers approach the axis. 

The formation and motion of the cumulative Jet can be broken up 
into two stages. These stases are greatly affected by the physical 
ind mechanical c haraoteristioa of the facing metal. ^ 

The first stage characterises thefbrmation of the Jet during the 
jrocesa of pinching of the facing. During this time the pestle and 
jet make up a single unit (see Figs. I64 and 165), but th©y move at 
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different velocities. 

The pestle soves relatively slowly (with a velocity 500 — 
1»000 asters per second). The jet, to the contrary, has a very high 
translational velocity. However, this velocity is different in 
different parts along the jet; the frontal part of the jet has the 
greatest velocity, while the velocity of the tail part is dose to 
that of the pestle. Depending on the fors and nature of the facing 
setal, the properties of the explosive charge, and other factors, 
the velocity of the frontal part of the jet can vary over a wide 
range. For aluainun facing with hyperbolic form, the velocity of 
the frontal part reaches, for example, approximately 11,000 setera 
per second. 

. Certain data mt he velocity of the frontal part of the cusula* 
tive jet are given in Table 103. 

Cumulative charges are made in all oases of an alloy of TNI 
with hexogens (D = 7600 s/sec). 

The velocity gradients along the cumulative jets were established 
by direct experiments, namely with the aid of mirror scanning and 
successive out off of individual elements of the jet by means of 
partitions of different thickness (Fig. 168). This method was first 
developed and used in 1946 by Baum and Shekhter. Later on it found 
wide use for the investigation of the cumulation process. 

Second stage. Some time interval after the pinching of the 
facing, owing to the presence of velocity gradients, the jet breaks 
away from the pestle (Fig. 169). It can be considered that the 
most effective action of the cumulative charge is reached with the 
Jet breaks away already after the metal is no longer fed to it from 
the pestle, the latter having served up to a definite instant as a 
reservoir for supply of the jet. This can proceed until the inertial 
forces, under the action of which the metal flows, are balanced by the 
forces of adhesion between the metal particles. From this point of 
view, the high plasticity of the material is a favorable factor. This 
factor is of particular importanoa for the normal process of pinching 
the facing. The facing should not be subject to brittle damage during 
the deformation process, or else the coefficient of transition of the 
metal into the jet will be sharply decreased, and its armor piarcing 
action will be accordingly reduced. Fig. 170 shows facing during 
different stages of deformation, nade of low-carbon and hardened steel. 
The pinching of the former, as can ba seen from the figure, is not 
accompanied by brittle damage (Fig. 170a); facing made of hardened 
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•t««l is damaged by pinching (Fig. 170b). 

It is obvious that tha conditions under which the jet breaks 
auay fron the pestle are deterained by the velocity gradient and by 
the physical and mechanical characteristics of the facing metal, on 
vhioh the maximum elongation of the jet depends. On the basis of the 
foregoing it can be concluded that the most effective action of the 
cumulative jet can be ensured only under a definite combimtion of 
physical-mechanical properties of the facing metal. It is necessary 
here to bear in mind that the properties of the metal under conditions 
of fast deformations can differ greatly from its properties deterained 
under ordinary deformation velocities. For example, oast iron, vhioh 
is brittle under ordinary conditions, behaves in the explosion of a 
shaped charge like a metal vith relatively high plasticity. 

As a result of Investigations carried out by Baum and Sklyarov, 
the following vas established. 

The conditions under vhioh a cumulative jet is shaped are deter¬ 
ained by the microstructure of the facing metal an extent to which 
its structural components are capable of plastic deformation. 

However, the plasticity of the metal under conditions of pinch¬ 
ing is not deterained uniquely under the influence of explosion by its 
standard characteristics. A relation has been noted between the tendeos} 
of metal to rapid pinching and the type of crystal lattice. The best 
pinching is observed in the case of facings made of metals vith cubic 
lattice (aluminum, iron, or copper), while poor properties are 
exhibited by metals with hexagonal lattice (cadmium, cobalt, and 
magnesium). Best armor piercing action is reached whan facing made of 
copper and iron is used. 

By trapping the cumulative jet in some non-dense media and 
subsequent metallographic analysis it has been established that during 
the process of shaping the jet the metal does not melt. However, the 
temperature of the jet may reach in this case 900 •— 1,000° C. 

The motion of the jet in air is accompanied by a considerable 
oxidation of the metal, this being connected with the increased 
temperature of the surface layers of the Jet due to friction against 
the air. As a result of this, one observes an intense glow of the 
cumulative jet, particularly in the case when the facing is madecf 
duraluminum or aluminum. This makes it possible to photograph the 
motion of the Jet in its own light, by means of streak photography, 
and thus determine its velocity of motion. A typical streak photograph 
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of th« Botion of « jet le shown in Fig. 171. 

The ouaulative jet retains its oonolithio properties only at 
the first stages of its notion. Soon the velocity gradients cause 
it to beooiae dispersed into particles. The initial stage of des¬ 
truction of the jet is shown in Fig. 172, which is a photograph 
obtained at an exposure on the order of 10~8 sec. Such an exposure 
was reached by using an electron-optical shutter, based on the Kerr 
effect. The apparatus with electron-optical shutter was developed by 
B. A. Ivanov. The photograph shows clearly the formation of necks, 
along which the jet becomes broken up into individual particles. 

The use of this method inoonjunction with microsecond x-ray 
photographs makes it possible to reproduce completely the picture of 
explosion of a shaped charge in the presence of a metallic cumulative 
cavity (Fig. 173). 

The physical notions developed above concerning the phenomenon 
of cumulation in the presence of facing have served as a basis for 
an analytical description of this phenomenon. The classical theory 
of convergent jets was effectively used here. 

This theory was first used by G. I. Pokrovskiy to describe the 
process of cumulation in the presence of conical facing. In the 
theory he assumes that in the pinching of the facing it is possible 
to neglect the elastic and viscous forces, compared with the inertial 
forces, under the influence of which the facing becomes compressed. 
The correctness of this assumption is justified in a paper by 
M. A. Lavrent'yev, who has developed the hydrodynamic theory of 
cumulation. Taking this circumstance into account, the facing 
metal can be likened during pinching to an ideal incompressible liquid. 

To proceed to a discussion of the results of this theory, it is 
necessary to examine first the basic premises of the theory of con¬ 
verging jets. 

67. ELEMENTS OF THE THEORY OF CONVERGING JETS 

Let us consider the laws of motion of an incompressible liquid 
in the case of convergence of two identical flat jets (i.e., we con¬ 
sider the two-dimensional problem). 

It is known that when two identical jets (of equal velocity and 
equal flow) converge at a certain angle (2cO, two other jets are 
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bWtór^f th^ thf UqUld ^08 ín 0PP°«it« dlraotions, «long thT 
í th OOQV*f«MOi «o«!« (Fig. 174). Her«, ae filiai, frol 

of thí õutLinll,Í!J,ti0n °f lu**Qtua» «Qd energy, the yelooltlee 
.L .Í. g í°í J;Í8 ari «ï1“1 iû «gnltude but oppoSte in ei« 
•od ere equal to the velooitiee of the initial oonveraiL tk 

Let the liquid flow per second in the incident jet be n0i the 

tha°1«tji ^ UP# cote analogously for 

th. Cld ,a^lU.Í bVííbt*1* 1*ft* r*t« oí Í1» ..d 4 u Taxooixies by Ul, and Ug, respectively. On the 

basis of the lavs of conservation of nasa Mn.nnt,._ . _j 
I «Tl.. .t th. foUowing r^tloM, ' ' ,Mr^- “* 

Wj + m¡ m;>¡ w, íi i -f- 

-f rn2u2 = — /;/0//0 cos a, 
ml u* 

It follows therefore that 

"‘O' 
* 2 = 2 

mo uo 

(67.1) 
(67.2) 

. 

m0 
m2 
m0 

~U\~ U0 = u2, 
1 — COS a 3 
—2— =sin27, 

. 1 -f COS a „3 
~2-= cos27. 

(67.3) 

(67.4) 

(67.5) 

(67.6) 

lift .2 ÄtttVrth*ioitul Jrt n”*tr<* rt«w *» 

Imarooh «. th. d.n.ltT °f th. hould rmln. __ th. 
I“"" °“ b* «K1*'«1 ^ «■. tr.«,,«. or«,.. .„tionÏTÎh. M, 

k = *""h 5'=oos^, 

where Í 0, S^, and are the transverse diaensions of the initial 
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and of tha outgoing jata (a = pSIn i t vhara p la tha danaity of tha 
liquid). J 1 J 

Lat non tha point of iotarsaotion batvean tha jart and tha plana 
xOa nova along tha x axis in a poaitiva diraotion (to tha right) 
vith a oartain valocity v, and than tha velocity of tha jat out¬ 
going to tha right (jat I) and to tha laft (jat II) vill ba 

= I (67»7) 
Hara and throughout, <C 0. In thia oaaa, in tha coordinate 

ayatan in vhioh tha point of intaraaction is notionlaaa, tha raaultant 
valocity and tha diraotion (angla ^ ) of notion of tha initial jat 

ara datarninad fron tha relationa (Fig. 1?5) 

Wu= Uo-j-w2 — 2u0w cos a, 

sin B = — sin a. 
r 

(67.8) 

(67.9) 

In this system of coordinates we observe notion of a flat current, 
with United thickness along the front and intersecting the plana 
xDa at a oartain angle y= 180° - («C +f3 ). 

If tha valocity of tha liquid and tha angle ^ between the 

diraotion of notion and the front of the currant moving in tha plana 
xOa ara spaoified, and also the angle ¢(. , we can change over to a 
coordinate aystan in which tha point of interaaotion of the plane 
and tha front of the liquid remains stationary. 

It is interesting to consider three oases of liquid notion. 

1. Lat tha angle ^ = TT /2 (direction of notion of the liquid 
perpendicular to its front). 

Then 

w0= w sin a = Yw2 — ul (67,10) 

Fron this we get 
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«o 
W ~ ~~ cosã' W0=-Wo tga, wx = — wc 

1 -|- COS a 

COS a 

Taking (67.7) into aoooant, ve get 

or 
‘gõ 

1 — COS a 

COS a 

W2=^-¡ür¡r-=«'otg y 

(67,11) 

(67,12) 

2. Let the angle ßs T/2 - oC (direction of notion of the 
liquid ia perpendicular to the x aria). 

Then W0 = WtgCL = Ÿul_w*. (67,13) 

Hence 

or 

^ = w0cosa, ^0=—w0 sin a, ^ = -«0(1-1-008«) 

1 4- cos a w0 
^ = = -^T' 

tg 2 

1 — cos a , a 

(67.14) 

(67.15) 

3. Let *2 — 0» cerresponding to a fully braked jet II. Ve 

then obtain fron the oonditiona (67.7)» (67.8) and (67.9) 

— tio = w, w0= — u0V‘2(\ — cos a) = —w.0sin2|, (67,16) 

w, = —2i/0 = 
. O 

sin — 

sin ß = — sin a= cos 4- 
a-o 2 

Hence 

P = 
7t — a 

(67.17) 

(67.18) 

(67.19) 
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An «nalysi« of than« slaple relations shove that vhen the sireta 
oro«g«8 th« pinna xOa, á redistribution takas pino a of tha ansa and th< 
energy of tha initial straaa, batvaan tha tvo rasultnnt strenne. With 
this, Jat 1, uhioh aovas to tha right, has a aaall aase but a high 

whila Jat II, to tha contrary, has a larga ansa but low energy.( 

If tha velocity w0 and the angles and ß ara apaoifiad, tha 

values of uq, v, v2 aï>® dataminad in tha general oasa froa 

tha relations 

sin a 

W = W0 , 
u sin a ' 

W ■ -r. sin ß -}- sin (a 4- g) 
0 sin a » 

W2 = wn Sln 3 —Sin (a-f-ß) 
0 sin a 

(67,20) 

The length of eaoh jat, as is obvious, is equal to the length 
of tha initial jat. This follows froa tha fact that in a stationary 
systaa of coordinates the velocities, and consequently, tha lengths 
of all tha jets, ara tha sana. Tha ratio of tha nasses and energies 
of these streaas, as shown by relations (67.5), (67.6), and (67.20) 
are dataminad by tha formulas 

m2 2 ’ 

E2 

ml w\ 

mi w\ 
=[.g a_ _ sin ß-j- sin (a + ß)12 

2 sin ß — sin (a-f ß) J ‘ 

(67.21) 

(67.22) 

Fron this it follows that whan o(. 7T/2, 

”-*<1, §i>i. 

Whan (IT- oC )/2 and W£ ^ 0 (Fig. 176), all tha energy is 

transferred to jet I, and consequently tha energy density in it, 
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ooapircd with tht on«, is gnãtlj inorassed. Sino« th« «n«rcr 
d«nsity p«r unit asas is «2/2, vs have 

w, 

wõ sin2 ~ 
at 

V 

(67,23) 

when io l*t n «OTM to tht rig») 
i P V2 it noves to the left; oonaequently the enerav 
I density in jet I decreases compared with the quantity given by (67.23) 

I« ~.«Whîn th# of th* lnitial M ^ t*»« etationary syst« of 
coordinates, or the length of the front of the stream in the system 
of coordinates in which the point of intersection of the Jet and the 
?+*>! i8«¡íîtíOI"^3r, ia aaall> the fontal part of the Jet will 

d88°rib,*?,by the rti*ti°ns derived above, inasmuch as the liquid 
^ ï1*“0" in 8 aoil"at®tlonal7 fashion, and will obey a 

«««Plioated lav. in examination of the effect of collision at a 
♦hÏT1? î0*1* of,two Is somewhat more complicated than 
that of two equal Jets. Ve shall not investigate this problem, for 
the principal interest in the cumulation phenomenon lies in the prob- 

|iem Just considered. r 

Ifnr +hl°r flAt 8tudy of colli8ioQ* of jets with allowance 
00l^T#aalbility of th« *ediun is relative^ easy. The funda¬ 

mental equations can be written in this case in the same form as for 
“"’ÏT' 11 L‘ th>t in til. .... of .^r- 

0nfLJrt ^n* *fi «•««•i in th. xO. pi..,, th«. .r. forwd 
^,^81 .hook.. This iMd, to «o loor«., in th. 

«otronx of th. «di», aod oons^u.utly, .. it .,,.0,1. to th. InitUl 
iîitî!!*^ th* **• d*“itT to b. Iwa than 

î"f*"tur* to b. high« than initial. loth, «pan- 
alon of liquid J.t., ph.no.aoa alelar to oaaltaUon oao talc, plan., 
i.«., the Jet may become broken up. ^ ' 

68. ELEMENTS OF CUMULATION THBCRI IN THE PRESENCE 
OF A METALLIC FACING 

i . ..fh. th.oir of th. oumilati.. «f«t lo th. prw.oo. of a 
Lííai ° f*oln* b,,n d.Talopad .oat ooagdathljr for ohargaa uith 
cavities of conical form. 
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M‘ A* iiweat'y«? has «xBointd in detail the following problgat 
th« conio«l-f«eiog elsaenta, with constant wall thioknasa, inatantan- 
aouaiy acquire a velocity noraal to the generatrix of the cone. When 
the problea ia so formulated, it can be reduced to analysis of the 
collision between jets in an axially-ayaaetrical steady-state flow 
of an ideal liquid. Fig. 177 shows a section through such a flow, 
obtained by approximate methods. 

The velocity of the flow at the origin is aero. At x-* -c» 
the flow represents a cylindrical jet of radius ri and velocity - 1¾. 

At X o* the flow is a cylindrical Jet of radius ro and velocity 

Uq. The sections of the shroud boundary have a common asymptote 

with 
y = X ig 0.a, (68,1) 

(68,2) 

From the condition that the velocity of the flow on the 

:’ree surface of the shroud is u0 } the flow of liquid in the shroud 

* (Ai H- rÎ) «o = 3k0, (6^3) 

where £ is the thickness of the shroud. 

,. ., fr,oa w* oan readily obtain an approximate expression for 
the thickness of the shroud ö as a function of the coordinate y and 
the radii of the Jets ro and 1^1 

8=^=!('+ctg‘i), (68,4) 

Formula (68.4) is exact as y 0? . 

To calculate the parameters of the cumulative Jet, let us con¬ 
sider the motion of the liquid when Jets collide in a coordimte 
system that moves uniformly to the right with velocity 
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In th« neu syst« of coordinates f, j9 the ooniaal shroud 
C vill have a velocity Vq, vhioh as x «o beooaes orthogonal 

to the generatrix of the asyaptotic cone 1, which indeed corresponds 
to the pinching case under consideration (the elements of the cone 
have a velocity noraal to Ihe generatrix). With this 

(68,5) = «o tg a, 
the velocity of the ouaulative jet is 

(68,6) 

the velocity of the pestle is 

(68,7) 

It is easy to note that relations (68.6) and (68.7) are identicad 
to the corresponding relations for the jet velocitiesi obtained in the 

; examination of the flat problem (ß= 1T/2). With this, as follows 
froa the theory of collisions of flat jets, the length of the oumola- 
tive jet is equal to the length of the generatrix of the cone, and the 
radius of the jet r is constant. 

0 
In real shaped charges the rate of pinching of the facing is not 

constant, since the aoaentua which the facing acquires during the 
explosion of the charge is likewise not constant along the generatrix, 
and this leads to the appearance of velocity gradients along the 
ouaulative jet and to derangement of the jet. In addition, a change 
in the angle ©( takes place during the pinching of the elements of the 
facing and the formation of the corresponding jet elements from the 

Lavrent'yev calculated the parameters of a cumulative jet for 
charges with conical cavities and nearly conical cavities, with 
allowance for these factors. 

Let us give the solution of this problem for the particular 
case of a conical cavity with constant facing thickness. 

We consider the motion of a conical element which has at a 
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fixed instant of ti»e t an absoissa x (Fig. 178). 

In this case 

y = xiga. (68,8) 

u = 2ty — 23x tg a. (68,9) 
V« pat 

In addition, assuming a linear distribution of the momentum 
along the generatrix of the cone, we obtain for the velocity w of 
the pino hing of the facing 

W = w(){\ —kx). (68,10) 

The length of the normal between the element A of the facing 
and the axis is ^ = y/cos << < 

At an instant of time ^ t, the facing element under con¬ 

sideration, whose absoissa is x, forms a jet element at a point with 
abscissa xn, equal to 

Xo^x+y tg 3!. (68,11) 

It is obvious that 

(68.12) 

By virtue of the fact that the velocity w is not constant, 
the element will turn within the time 1½ - t through an angle , 

with 

Hence, putting 

4i = _ i í? 
w dx 

a = a -f- Aa 

(68.13) 

(68.14) 

and using (68.6) and (68.10) for the velocity of the elements of the 
jet, we obtain 

/1 u \ 1 + cos a ft1, = tt’o ( 1 — kx) —- . 
sin a 

(68,15) 
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a = g-f A„ - gjM-rtgg 
1 — kx (68,16) 

/"x- 

For the radius of the jat we have, in accordance with formOa (68.4) 
2&y 25^ ({j a 

, T-» (68,17) 
Î+Ctgî- 1+C(g2-^ 

which yields after sinple transforaations 

/•;r = Kox(tga —sinã), (68,18) 
where x is the distance fro» the frontal part of the jet. 

In the theory developed we did not establish relations for the 
rate of pinching of the cuaulative facing as a fuootion of the para- 
aeters of the explosive charge. Without this dependence we can deter¬ 
mine numerically the values of the basic pa rauet en of the cuaulative 
jet. In addition, I*vrent»yev*s theory does not take into account 
the strength characteristic of the facing natal, which in aanr oases 
nay exert an influence on the conditions of fornation of the cumula- 

j6Xe 

Let us examine a method for a theoretical deternination of the 
parameters of the cumulative jet, with allowance for the mass and 
energy of the active part of the cumulative charge. This method has 
been developed by Baum and Stanyukovioh, who considered also the 
question of the limiting conditions of formation of cumulative jet 
as a function of the strength characteristics of the facing metal. 

We first consider the motion of the shell as a whole (the motion 
of the center of gravity of the shell) under the action of the 
scattering detonation products, without account of the pinchin«. This 
problem is solved readier on the basis of the general theory of the 
sweeping of bodies by the detonation products. 

The equation of conservation of energy for one-dimensional 
unilateral escape of detonation products, under the assumption that 
the detonation is instantaneous, with simultaneous sweeping of some 

ody of mass M, can in the case <f total expansion of the explosion 
products be written in the form ^ 

,sf 2 . 
-2-+2J P“ ^ = ///Q ,.. (68,19) 
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nmWUMBfl 

Sino* the drtoaitor it «atablishtâ in that part of tha o barga, 
which ia oppoaita tha ouaulativa cavity, tha anargy danalty in tha 
oaaa of a raal detonation, oaloolatad par unit tata of tha activa 
part of tha charge, ia greater than Ha denote thia anargy 

denaity by ^ i^2Qü» (68,23) 

abara ¿ > 1. With thia, relation (68.22) aaauaea tha fora 

“S-/ L n ' <68-24> 
2K2(^ + i) 

Lat ua caloolata tha vaina of ^. 

Tha anargy denaity on tha front of tha detonation wave for 
^ = 3 ia equal to 

Inaaanoh aa 

va have 

Q.a—-g ^4" J1 j • 

_ D _ p0D* _ 4 
4 » Pi*- 4 > Pi*.— u Po> 

Q*=T = 2Qv, 

(68,25) 

(68,20 ) 

Lat ua calculate tha anargy danalty Qq of that part of tha charge 

in which u = 0 (prior to tha acattering). It ia obvioua that in 
thia oaaa 

f) __Pk _ Pj*_^ ,rk 07, 
P**?-1) üPo 24~~3^v, (68,27) 

for whan y = 3 v hava pk = (8/27)p^ and jO k= (8/9^). 

Ua can put with a auffioiant degree of accuracy 

Q‘ = j(Q,k+Qo)=jQv. (68,28) 
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Thtr« ia no acna« in calculating acra accurately tha distribution 
of tha enargy of tha activa part of tha charge, although this can ba 
raadily dona if tha outlina of this part ia known. 

Fron tha thaory of one-dimensional scattering wa know that 
4/9 of tha antire nasa of tha charge ia scattered inside of the 
active part, and that tha energy of this part is 16/27 of tha entire 
energy of tha charge, while 5/9 of the nass and 11/27 of tha energy 
go in tha opposite direction. Consequently,in tha first case tha 
energy density will exceed tha average value by 4/3 times. On tha 
basis of our calculations, wa assume ß2 = 4/3» from which wa obtain 
as a final expression 

(68,29) 

The center of gravity of the facing will move at this velocity, 
if the pinching is disregarded. In a real detonation, the average 
density of the explosion products of the active part p* is greater 
than the initial density ^ of the shaped charge. The value of 

?* can be taken to be, with sufficient practical accuracy. 

Relation (68.30) should be used in the calculation of the active 
mass mg. For a steel conical facing of a 76-nun shell 2 am thick we 

obtain, for h/d = 1.58, 

130¿, ///^ =-jpp0^45 g. 

For D - /600 m/sec (TG alloy) we have u = 1750 m/sec. 
a 

Let us consider now the motion of the facing with simultaneous 
pinching. To explain the basic laws observed in this case, let us 
consider the following scheme. 

Let the detonation occur instantaneously. A flat plate of mass 
M moves under the influence of the expanding detonation products in 
such a way, that its lower part glides along the symmetry axis (Fig. 
179). It is obvious that in tha instantaneous-detonation scheme, the 
velocity of the plate will be normal to its surface, i.e., u = v0|Mix. 
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of 00rp*îiïadi t0 thfl “3d«» ▼•locity'of oollapse " 
ofth.foiAg. However, différant points of the plate (facias) «ill 

h.,. diff*r«at of «tien rÆ to 

^ fMt th,t to* dlatuHM to th« DaMtrr 
ÜwkJÜ11 b.dliiiî“Î,f°r diff*r,0t tuiH OlMOOt., iMMBohTl7 

th! I“*ddi‘lon- *IW1« of loolin»tlon of thTfooloo to^ 
the syiMtiy axis changes during its pinching (inoreasea) TWafn»» 
as the average rate of pinching of the facing «111 be 

«--=^0=7)- 0,4 ID 

i/"—+ ~ r m'^ 

: (68,31) 

enarovT?f iöto *000üat the fact that not all the 
•nergy of the active part is taken into account, and includes also 

t£. atZZ Í°\Í0r îî* "?**' in the ingle of iïoîZnîtîon of 
the f«oing to the axis, which takes place as the facing is pinched 
Ha,shall consider below the same problea in greater detail and will 
then calculate the coefficient . ^ asxaix,and will 

th. iû 0,,i thtt th« diraotion of notion of 
tha facing is perpendicular to its generatrix ( ß - TT/2\ -. ,, 

TS S '•ÄiiÄÄ 

W, = T] —. 
0,4 ID 

(68,32) 

,. (f0r *“* •“"P1*) ¡ thoroforo 1 ^ 7300 n/sec, which is close to the experimentally established 

value. 

^í0110?8 ÍI!* th# th6ory that 08 th# aQ€ie of the cone de¬ 
creases, the velocity of the Jet should increase. This agrees with the 
experimental data (Table 103). ‘ 1 tûe 

It also follows from (68.32) that if geometric similarity is 
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observad üitfi reap«ot to the foraa of th« charge and th« oafity, vith 
respect to the constancy of the ratio M/aÄ, and other oooditiona 
being equal (quality of the explosive, aaterial of the facing), the 
velocity of the cuaulative jet should be independent of the disaster 
of the charge or of the cavity, sobsthing actually observed in experi¬ 
ment (Table 104). 

If the thickness of the facing, S, is not too snail (and other- 
vise no nomal jet is forned), then as S is decreased the velocity of 
the jet should increase up to a certain Unit, something confirmed 
by the data of Table 105. 

Let us consider qualitatively the effect of compressibility of 
a metal of the facing and its resistance in strength on the process 
of pinching and formation of the cumulative jet. 

Inasmuch as the height and thickness of the layer of the active 
part of the charge decreases from the axis to the base of the cavity, 
the rate of pinching also decreases for the peripheral pc.*ts of the 
facing, compared vith the internal ones. As soon as the pressure 
developed during the collision of the corresponding parts of the 
facing drops to a value pst, i.e., to a certain limiting value, the 

process of jet formation terminates. Here corresponds to the 

internal pressure, proportional to the cohesion forces. 

As a result of the lack of constancy of the rates of pinching of 
the different elements of the facing, a velocity distribution is 
formed also along the cumulative Jet, «herein the leading parts of 
the jet acquire velocities greater than the rear parts. The consider¬ 
able velocity gradients lead to a stretching of the jet and to its 
breakup into a series of individual parts. 

Let us cite a feu considerations pertaining to the described 
phenomenon. The maximum pressure in the impact betveen tuo identical 
bodies, as is veil knovn, is described, independently of angle of 
collision, by the following relation 

_ PaWj 

4(1-M' ,68'33> 

where and p ^ are the densities ou the bodies prior to impact 

and on the front of the shock wave produced in (compression wave) upon 
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«• OM «alado a fro. (68.33) ud (68.34), ood dotonlno p = 
a / Z X 

Inasffluch, as we have already indicated, Uq has different values 

for each facing elenent, the quantity Px Up2 will also vary. 

Let us assuae approxlaately that the active mss of the explo¬ 
sive per facing eleaent depends on tue distance r of the given 
element from the syaaetry axis: 

where r0 is the radius of the base of the cuamlative cavity, and 

\0 if the «i««* of the aass of the active part of the charge and 

the symaetry axis, and b < 1. 

We then have approximately 

H<re Pjû» u^., and u^ are the pressures and velocities on the 

axis and at a distance r froa it. It follows therefore, that 
actually for any charge there is always such a radius r = rst , at 

which p^y = pst . The aaterial of the facing elements, becoming 

It is obvious that the limiting pinching velocities should be 
less than the velocity of amor piercing of the Jet. 
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. -, oonditiooa for th* formation of a cumulativ« jet £r«atly 

lt9 ^ï8 0f íts 0011011 aûd ita aotion 00 * partifioa. We note that vhen the aqgle c< approachee 7T/2, the ouaulative jet will 
no longer be formed inaumoh as the speed of pinching, which S 
proportional to cos 0^, is snail and the pinohingpressure is lasa 

n plin* Ia view of the pressure dereloped upon 

impact of the detonation wave against the facing, 

Psf =PM + M sin2 a) (68,37) 

^ ’.the f*oia« should br«k “P i«to • series of fragments. This fragment, scattered at an ansie Z ¿ rr/i 
will have a directed motion with a velocity ^ ^ ^ 

umr=ums\na V l-*-^=0,41Dsinal/ . 
l—b~ 
_rn 

M . 1 
m* ' 3 

(68,38) 

I 4 fr®8m8nts traveling from the central portion of the 
facing will have in this case a considerable velocity, 

thî thlokn*“of +Í! 7^*W W/ 77,1 the 0(alcul«tion for a cone. Let the 
ength of the Jet be / = ^ where jP is the coefficient of elonga- 

! tion of the Jet under conditions of armor piercing. 

The mass of the Jet is M, = 
(68,39) 

where rQ is the average radius of the jet. 

According to (67.5), the mass of the facing is 

Mi _ _ 2 
- — = -j *R<h oPo. 

M = 
sin’ -i sln’ -i 

(68,40) 

Hot. R,, i. th. radius of tha baa. of th. ooaa, h is tha h.ight of tha 

con. (h = / oos uh.rs jf is the g.naratriit of th. oona, aoDrojd- 
matear to the initial length of the jet L). approxi 

From (68.40) we obtain 7 _ i/" 2 cos 3 
r'>—V T - sin 

2 * (68,41) 
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Bearing in mind that the maximum effeotive length of the jet, 
at vhich the máximum armor piercing is reached, is 

— 4)tef 

( is the aaxLmua elongation at uhioh the jet still remains 

monolithic), and solvixig Bq. (68.41) with respect to we can 
approximately determine the optimal thickness of the facing: 

3 opt _ ^f.rl 

2R\ cos a sin2 
(68,42) 

ef 
Assuming, on the basis of experiment, for a steel facing (p 
and Tq = 0.80 mm (r^ changes little with varying ^ ), we 

obtain for the case which we are considering (R = 30 mm, 2<< = 35°), 
= 2.20 mm, which is close to the experimentally established 

value (2 — 2.5 mm). 

In conclusion let us establish the limiting ratio of the mass 
of the facing to the mass of the active part of the cumulative charge, 
at which the formation of the jet will cease. 

We shall assume here (see (68.33)) that the limiting pressure 
at which the jet formation ceases is 

At< 
Pa u Ojt 

4 1- 

Pa 
(68,43) 

If we know for the given material, and the o orresponding 

value of pj we can determine u^. 

At values u^ ^ u,^ , as we have already indicated, further flow 
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Of th« metal oeasee and the cumulative Jet no longer forms. 

Ueiflg (68.31) with aoooont of the coefficient we obtain 

/Jl"! _/ 0,41Dtj \ 2 i 

[m*)st (68'44) 

can be determined from experiment. In experimente carried 

Wiîh L56"0“ Charg* of affimoto1 90/10 of density 1.2 g/caP 
(D - 3400 a/sec) and a copper conical facing (d. = 45 am, cone*7 

1 37<>’ ;=CT ' 429 S««»)! no j«t ms fora«! «t <01. 
Wh'st » 4.57 «od «u^ = 420 m/soo. Using (68.43), ws 

otto to Pj. ~ 70,000 kg/om2. 

Knouingth. v.lu. ofT0 rt ,m .« drt«-^a. ia> th. 

ty^«tblCk°*** °f ^°1°4 f0r * c“ul‘ti’• otorgo udo of ur 

for . ohsrg. ud. of tho TO sllojr, , 0.21, .nd tho 

Halting thickness of tho ooppsr cone S^ = 16.0 - 17.0 u. 

In conclusion u. not. tbst th. quantity , «Ubllshai for 

0 given utorlal under tho oonditions of pinching th. f.cinn „h™!„ 
b. considerably 1... than th. quantity p' , oha^ctorÄf th. 

ÎT *îî.,ri?1 ‘to oonditions of armor pi<n-clng by a cnulativ. 
nf th. t • «plained by tho fact that the strength characteristics 

chaiactZ! ?rV0t ?00*t*ntl t“4 d»l,e“3 apf^ooiably on the 

Ôf^â d^foption ^ t0 th# ^100 and 0000adi‘l0" 

For example,for facing made of steel, the limiting Telocity of 
the cuaulative jet u^, acting on a eteel’petition, ^ 2’^ aitel 

par second, which corresponds to a value p ^ 4.8 x 105 kg/cm2. 
UK . l in» 
wnea ^ ^ w^, the armor pieroing almost completely disappears. 

The large value of ^ in this case is explained by the instability 
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tlh¿ r«'".tb,t u ^ oontlnuou‘aí d-to^ 

69, æ "O^HIFCRMIII CF PINCHING of the facing 
ON THE DISTRIBUTION OF THE VELOCITIES IN A CUMULA¬ 

TIVE JET 

fr0B the theo17 of P«rt of thf cumulative 

jat, a character which is of great interest. «"«^ve 

In vi« of th. fact that tha ratio (m/.^ for Individual faoin* 

dual .W oflh. fao^V^rX^a^l^Æj 
It i. to taka into aooouat h«-a th. f.o“ ttaî to, ^ 1 

of inclination of to.«rioua f.olng aonont, to to. ctorg^â. 

'SS<«S£I:HrSSS. 
;he “enitud.j 0flha activa parta of too Effarant facing a. 

it iâ «»“"«‘riclly (Fig. 180). For thto pSpoao 
.1 !i “Í ‘° ^ th* ““P* of t»« facing toi a th. ctar« 
charge’” h* °f th* f*0111« >nd ttla “«isbt of tha body of thi 

produoír^tol !!.i” '»““«•i»* «>• action of th. .rplo.lon 
Äto olT « ba™* íT 0a ÎÏ* Ucl0e’ th* •’P““1“ °I th.s. 
inata ntan.oua daonation th. faiouing raation ,111 bdwW 

A1: 
du. du. 

MiUi i M¡-, 
du: 

Sp, (69,1) ‘ dt dnt 2dni 

wh«. Mj 1, th. ma .a of th. 1-th .l«a,nt of th. facing, ^ - it, 

vaoclty, 8 — araa, and Oj — portion of th. path of tha 1-th a«ant 

to the symmetry axis. 

_Slao• th* ^ tht i"** aleoent of the active part of the 
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For tho tpooifio oxtaple giran above (Rq s 30 u, a 2 m, 

s 1^30^, 5 0 3 j° 3 7.8 g/o*^f and D x 7600 m/aeo), 

tmiog Sqa. (69.10) and (69.11), ve dataralna tha oorreapondlng valúas 
of and the distribution of tha velocities in tha cuoulativa Jet. 

Tha results of tha calculations are shewn in Fig. 181 (curve 1). 

It is clear fron tha figure that tha sail sus velocity gradients 
in the ousnlative jet dus to the facing elements adjacent to the 
vertex and to the base of the cavity. This should result in a rapid 
detachment of the jet from the pestle and an intense dispersion of the 
frontal part of the jet. The foregoing agrees with the results of the 
experimental investigations. 

In real charges the detonation does not occur instantaneously, 
and ve must take into account the t ime during uhioh the detonation 

,vave covers the distance from the vertex to the base of the cone. 
During that time the vertex of the facing covers a certain distance 
Xq, and consequently the angle of inclination of the facing changes 

(Fig. 182). 

Inasmuch as for the vertex of the facing ve have 
ji_\ y r, / X \2l \ dx 
D~~2\ 2AÍ o i -fér)'] D dt ' (69,12) 

vhere 

ve get 

! /. 

dx 

_ /-npo sin ct1 
M0 op, 

x^ 
1 L()pn sin 7n 
2 op. (139,13) 

( ¿o ■* )2 

Here TT is the time during vhioh the detonation vave covers 
the path from the vertex to the base of the oone. It is obvious 
that 

I) 
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0.23 /, henc« x0/L0 - 1, Xq/0 = 0.3, and -¾ 6°. 

Th« correction for the angle yields-for the solution of the 
average problem (in the calculation of u^y) « coefficient 

'g^r 

(^t)' 

(69,19) 
tg 

0* 0.70. In our case = 17°30' and ^lav 

In order to find the distribution of the velocities along the 
jet, it is necessary, after specifying X » to calculate the values 
of Ao< from (69.18). 

In our example, 

A»¡ = 6^1 — -i\ 

The oharaoter of the velocity distribution, takes into account 
the change in the angle, is shown in Fig. 181 (curve 2). When X // 
= 0.5 we get w¿ = 7200 a/sec, which is very close to the maximum 

cumulative-jet velocity established for a similar charge experiment¬ 
ally. 

Let us calculate now the coefficient 'tj as applied to formula 
(68.32). The volume of the active part of the charge is v = (7*/3) * 

a 

/^sin2o<o; the limiting volume in which the explosion products of 

he active pert expand during the process of compression of the fxiM /s 
s (see Fig. 180). Considering that 

(69,20) 

the 
V 

JL 
Pa 

— 9 

cu 

where o o’, where o is the average velocity of sound in the explo¬ 
sion products, we obtain 

"a COS 7 0 
1 + t os 70 ’ 

(69,21) 
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?Ä + y is ths Halting voluee oocupisd by the explosion products 

fron the active part of the charge at the end of coapression of the 
facing. 

The ratio of the energy that still raaains at that instant in 
the explosion products» to the Initial energy» is 

— — _i_ V — cos? ao 
£• (1 + COS 3g)î 

(69,^2) 

The kinetic energy acquired by the facing is 

Ec = E¡k— E = E 

COS2 a0 

1 

L* i*. 

COS“ a0 

(1 -f" COS aß)1 

1 -f 2 COS a,t 2 
= 12, 

( 1 + COS ao)2 ( 1 H" COS a0)2 “ 'z’ ^69,23^ 

where ^ is a ooerriolent that takes into account the incoaplete 

utilisation of energy in the deteraination of by Eq. (68.32). 

For the exaaple under consideration» ^ ^ 0.95. Inasmuch, 

as' was established above» an allowance for the correction for the 
average change of the angle * leads for this case to ^ 1 s 0.70» 

we obtain in the determination of Wj[ by formula ¢68.32) » 0.95 

X 0.70 0.67. 

Inasmuch as the velocity in the cumulative jet increases from 
the frontal part towards the elements behind, and then decreases 
again towards the end of the jet, a velocity distribution will take 
place, namely, the frontal part of the jet will accelerate while 
the central part will be retarded. This causes a slight increase 
in the diameter of the jet. 

To describe the final distribution of the velocities in the jet 
and to determine its diameter, we make use of the conservation laws. 

Let us consider a simple case. Let the velocity of the jet on 
the interval 0 < / ^ increase linearly from zero to u1intlY 

(when X = / - 'f), and let it decrease to zero linearly over the 
interval x <L if (it vanishes at x = /). The origin is made 
to coincide with the end of the jet. After a certain time, a new 
set of conditions is established, wherein the velocity of the frontal 
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part of the jet beooaee equal to v1 . The distribution of the 
max 

velocities will be linear (fro* w1im^ to aero at x x o). The length 

£ ÎÎ! ill baC+T" Tí1 t0 * - £ and tha »ti0 0JP the average areas 
of the jet sections before and after redistribution will be (/ - 7)//. 

Let us prove this. Before the redistribution of the velocities 
we have 

mi = slpl, nit — stfil—l), rn = mi-l rn2 = sllp. 

Averaging the velocity in the jet, we obtain 

/, = / __ m!®l mux 

/=-/,4- /2 = , 

f = 1 p _ Vîmax 
, — ß- 

r- I, ^ 

E = bx-\- Eo= — 112 6 

( is the density of the jet, a1 its transverse average cross section,| 

jf — length of the jet). 

After redistribution of the velocities, we have 

m = s2p (/ — /), 

mw, j _1 max 
1 ? 

r max 
’ 6 ’ 

Thus proving our assuaptions. 

It follows froa these relations that 

or /- / 

— =1/"—i 
/■1 r / —/ (69,24) 
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*4 Ih! ï1***10* which the redletribntion takes place can be 
estlMted by the relation 2/ 

T0 = cT ' (69'25) 

where is the velocity of sound in the material of the Jet. This 

relation takes into account the travel of the compression and 
rarefaction waves in both directions. 

Jet is 
By the end of the compression of the facing, the length of the 

^ = /0 + ^1 max '0' 

where (q 9 t ~ ¡L, 

(69,26) 

the initial distribution of the velocity in a cumula- 

not (••• Fi«* 1*1). Therefore the exact solution 
to thl ■ore co^lioated. One can always, however, break 

£ ,ad *"“• th* 41«tribuUon 

70. THKRI CP ARMCR-FIIRCINB ACTION OF CUMULATIVE 
JET 

X ?hi í*1*”7 01 •rilor~pi«roing action of the cumulative Jet waa 
first develop^ by Uvrent«yev. He started from the assumption that 
in a collision between a Jet and the armor high pressuresare 

Whl0h °M 0#a n#gl#ot th# ,t?«ngth resistance of the 

^ th* S*" í*n b* !0gardid »■ ** WmI incompressible liquid, 
problem #Ctl0Q’ ^ «n«ly*ed in detail the foUowing 

Assume that the Jet has the form of a cylinder of radius r0; 

the velocity of all its elements is the same and is equal to wp In 

addition, we assume that the Jet penetrates into a cylinder of radius 

fl'0?**1 ¥itbth* j€t* In this formalatiom this problem is equiva- 
°®Mid0r<d ab0¥*» «oncerning the oolliaion 5 two 

Jete; the change in signs of the velocities of the Jet reduces the 
scheme of formation of a Jet by compression of the facing to the 

MM^easi^r? ° °f thf M ÄB U Pfn,tr‘t- • ^ with th. 
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la this osas Fig. 177 oaa bs regard'd as a sohsM for the pene¬ 
tration of the jet 1 into an obstacle B, if it is assumed that the 
obstacle B (pestle) has at x-> -c*? a velocity equal to aero. From 
this it follows that the equation for the velocity of penetration of 
the jet (armor-piercing velocity) is o — i \ 

2 * (W) 

It follows from (70.1) that when the jet penetrates a depth L, there 
is consumed also a part of the jet equal to L, i.e., the —yí»»» 
depth of armor piercing is equal to the length of the cumulative jet. 

If the jet and the armor have different densities, then the 
velocity of armor piercing is determined by the formula 

u — Wi 1 — 

P2 
1/ ^+1 
^ Pt 

(70,2) 

and the depth of armor piercing is given by 

L=iZf*- (70’3) 

where and p 2 are the densities of the jet metal and of the 

armor, and / is the length of the jet, equal to the length of the 
generatrix of the cone. 

Lavrentyev indicates that the initial scheme that he has 
assumed is valid if the 
the armor exceeds 2 

the pressure upon collision between the jet and 
X 105 kg/cm , i.e., if w^ > wcr çs 4 x 10^ 

n/seo. 

I 

Results of a verification have shown that the velocities and 
depth of armor piercing as calculated by Lavrentyev differ in many 
oases from the experimental values. 

The main reason for the discrepancy between the theory and ex¬ 
periment is the neglect of the compressibility of the metals at 
high pressures, particularly neglect of the strength resistance of 
the material of the partition. 

The strength resistance of the metals, as is well known, 
increases in general with increasing dfuamies of the load, and as will 
>e shown below, under certain conditions it becomes commensurate with 
the pressure produced by a cumulative jet. 
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physioal-Bec banical characteristios. 

It can thus ba cono ladad that araor-plarcing ability is 
possessed not by the entire jet, bat only by soae part of it, which 
we shall call the effeotiee length of the jet 

The aagnitude of is deternined by the oharaotar of the 

distribution of the velocities along the cumulative jet, as it shown 
schematically in Fig. 183. 

Naturally, in the determination of it is necessary to con¬ 

sider the jet at the instant of its maximum elongation, at which it 
still retains its monolithic nature. Obviously, in this state it 
will have the maximum armor-piercing action. The quantity ^ can be 

calculated if we know the law of motion of the cumulative jet. 

The theory of armor-piercing action of jets, with allowance 
for the compressibility of the jet and partition metals and of the 
strength characteristics of the latter, has been developed by Baum 
and Stanyukovioh. 

71. MOTION OF CUMULATIVE JET 

Let us consider first the motion of a cumulative jet in air. 
It is obvious that at relatively small distances from the charge 
(up to several meters), which are the ones of practical Interest, 
we can neglect the air resistance and consider the motion of the jet 
in vacuum. It is furthermore also obvious that the internal pressure 
at different ports of the jet is close to atmospheric and that the 
pressure gradient (^p/^x)t is small compared with the velocity 

gradient (^u/^x).. It can be assumed that (^p/^x) = 0. 
^ Xt 

In this case we can use for the description of the motion of 
the jet the Euler equations for unsteady one-dimensional motions of 
liquid i 

du . du . \ dp „ 

~ÃT + Il --= 0. dt dx ' p öx dx (71.1) 
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""~~™ -tWàx.O (in ihif oast u * tbc geocral solutloF 

of ¢71.1) !• urltton lo tha fora 

x = ut-\-F(u). (71,2) 

Kaovlqg tha lav of diatributlon of tha valoalty a otar tha 
ooordlnata x at «ay dafiaita instant of tiaa, for axaapla at t » 0, 
va oaa readily deteraiae tha arbitrary fonotioa F(u) (tha origin 
of coordinates aad tha atartiag tiae are quite arbitrary, sino a in 
¢71.1) t aad x are under tha integral sign). 

Aaauaa that vhen t a 0 va have u = f (x) or x a <P(u), vhara 
(u) ia a specified Telocity function. It is than obvious that 

i.a. F(u) = <f(u), 

X — ut y (il). (71,3) 

Motion of this type ia inertial; each particle of tha Jet baa 
a constant velocity, deterained by tha initial conditions, indépendant 
of tha tiae. It follovs therefore that 

( dt ) 11 r~ "o (xo)> 
' 3Dr 

(71,4) 

vhara u describes tha distribution of tha velocities as a function 
0 

of tha lagrangian coordinate 3¾. The value of x determines tha 
0 

position of tha particle at tha instant of tiae t = 0. 

At any arbitrazy instant of tiae t > 0 the position of tha 
particle is deterained by the expression 

x = Xo4-u0(*o)t' (71’5) 

Assume that vhen t = 0 the length of a certain part of the Jet 
is 

(1, 2) — X2, 0 
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Toan vasa t 0 toa langth of thia part 
■Iliad by tha azpraaaioa 

of tha jat ia datar- 

A (1, 2) — /0 (1, 2) H" («2, o (*2, o) — «1, O (-«1, o)] ¿ (71,6, 

Lat U0 oonaider tvo poaaibla oaaaa of aotlon of tha Jat. la 
tha first oaaa va aaauaa that tha valoolty dapaada liaaarly oa tha 
ooordiaata, i.a., that vhaa t a o va hava 

« = «„(! -a^-), (71,7) 

vhara Uq ia tha ralooity of tha frontal part of tha jat, o( is a 

diaanaioalaaa ooaffioiant dapandiog oa tha valooity gradiaot vhioh 
oao ba dataroinad fron ezpariiMnt by using data on tha valooity 
distribution along tha Jat, and /0 is tha initial affactiva langth 

of tha jat. 

Whan X » /0 va hava 

M = M0 (1 — a) = ucr, 

wh«. alor = wlor. 

It follovs tharafore that 
a = 1 

u cr 

“0 

From expression (71.8) va obtain 

X 

*0 
«0 

“o 

1° 
]• 

(71,8) 

(71,9) 

Using (71.3) and (71.8), va obtain tha relationship 

X 

A) In 

II 
«0 

(( > o). 
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from this v« dittraina u = u(x, i)t 

u 

"o’ 

-T + ‘0 

~üõt 7 
r+ 

Un — U O cr 

"O (71,10) 
Ho —tf cr 

Th« poiition of «aoh partiel« of th« J«t «t t ^ 0 1« d«t«r- 
■in«d by th« r«l«tion 

= x0+Boí[l-(l-^)^]. (71,11) 

Th« «ff«otiv« length of th« j«t 1« d«ternin«d by th« rtlation 

^€f = + — Ucr)t. (71,12) 

In th« ««ooad oa«« v« aastuia that vh«o t = 0 the distribution 
of tha Ttlooitia« along th« jat i« dataralnad by the lau 

«»[(i—“f)+Ki 
issvi« that uh«n x * jf0 ua hav« u * Th«n 

*o'2 
0 

Hano« 
— = l-a + ß, 

«o 

(71,13) 

-i -X 

u0 
uhioh finally yialds 

u 
"0 1 J+(a_1 + “ir)(^-)2. (71,14) 

and th« parapetar aast b« deterained by azparlaaat. Pro« (71.14) 
u« readily datarain« th« valu« of x uh«n t > Ot 

X — ,v0 
axn t u \ / Jf \2 

Th« total affeotiv« length of th« jet ia dataralnad in this 
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Mt« «• b«fort by th# relation (71.12). 

Durifig tb« prooMs of action th« Jot stratohea and altor a 
oartain tima t st it loaaa its monolithic natura. Lat na dataraina 

tSè * 

In tha oaaa vhan tha aalooity along tha jat aariaalinaarly. 
ralatioatlV# *loo*Ätion of thi ^ oao b* dirwtly axpraaaad by tha 

U0 U cr tit. (71,16) 

If tha prooaaa of atratohing of tha Jat ia limitad only to tha 
rugion of alaatio daforaationa, than tha dataraination of t ^ oan ba 

■ada by aaana of tha vail fcnovn ralation a — Ft- 

vhara ia tha oltiaata raaiatanoa of tha natal, £ is tha rilativa 

elongation, and E ia tha aodulua of alaatioity. 

Howavar, tha deformation of the Jet takea place beyond tha 
alaatio region, and oonaaquently Hoolce*a lav cannot ba uaed in thia 
oase to oaloulata tha relativa elongation of tha metal. For thia 
pupona one ahould uae the experimanUUy-dat«minad relaUonahipa, 
establishing the oonnaotion batveen tha destructive load and tha 
relative elongation of the oorraaponding natal. To obtain these 

J«* we tha true atrasa diagrama (Fig. 184), vhioh 
inciude both tha elastic region and the region of plastic deformation, 
for vhioh the grovth of the stresses ia oharaotariaed by the equation 

o — 30 = /1 (e - £0). 

Replacing thia equation by the approximate equation 

a = />-fconst, (71,17) 

vhere D ia the strengthening modulus, knoving the value of and 

neglecting the elastic deformation, ve can determine from the diagram 
approximately the relative elongation 

D (71,18) 
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Fron (71.16) and (71.18) va gat 

S abatí tatlag tha valoa of t^ lato (71.12) va obtain finally 

a ralatlon for tha Halting affactive laagth of tha jat 

(71,20) 

This foranla oan as yat not ba «aployad diraotly for noaarioal 
oaloalatlona, ainoa tha availabla valoaa of and D ara valid only 

for ordinary taaparaturas and low natal daformtion valooitiaa. is 
tha tanp«rature and the daforaatlon valooitiaa ara inoraaaad, these 
quantities ohangs. Tha vainas of and D at tha tenperatores 

and treaendoua daformtion valooitias vhioh ara raaohad in tha aova¬ 
sen t of a o anulativa jat are still unknovn. 

Hovever S}.¢71.20) leads ns to tha conclusion that to increase 
and oonaaquantly also tha araor-plaroiag affect, it is necessary 

to ensure such a coablnatlon of physioal-aac hanloal proparti as of 
the oatal of tha ouaulativa facing, at vhioh tha ratio (Sk - ^u)/b 

reaches a aaxlaun possible value. 

On tha basis of tha data on t ha arsor-piarolog ability of 
ouaulativa charges and x-ray photograpbys of ouaulativa jets, va oan 
assume that in the oasa of facing aade of soft steel 

i.a., aaounts to approximately 3/0, vhere /0 is of the order of 

tha length of the generatrix of the ouaulative cavity. 
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72. PHTSICAL HUNCIPLES OFÜHE THECRÏ OF ARMCR- 
nniCIIB ACTION OF A CUMULATIVE JET 

In the construction of a theory of the arsor-pieroing action of 
a cuBulative jet, one cannot get along without haring clear cut ideas 
of the nechanisa of destruction of the armor. 

Without a preliminary analysis it is difficult to ascertain 
whether we deal in this case with brittle destruction of the armor 
material or with sone other phenomenon. 

An elementary calculation shows in general that even near the 
armor-pieroing limit the energy of the cumulative Jet is sufficient 
to ensure melting of the armor metal. 

Let us determine the limiting value of the Jet, at which total 
malting of the steel can still be attained, assuming that the facing 
and consequently the Jet are made up of the same metal. 

The kinetic energy per unit mass of the Jet is 

(72,1) 

The energy necessary to melt a unit mass of partition is 

t, = q. (72,2) 

For steel under ordinary pressures q = 0.3 kcal/g. 

Comparing (72.1) and (72.2) we obtain for the case under con¬ 
sideration = 1600 m/sec. 

The actual value of should be somewhat greater, since at 

high pressures (on the order of 106 kg/cmZ), which the metal of the 

partition experiences during the instant of impact, the melting 
temperature and the specific heat of the metal will be considerably 
higher than at normal pressure, i.e., will approach the value 

^r» which for ordinary steel is 2050 m/sec. 
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It is difficult to issus«) iiovover, that under the impeot 
conditions, which prevail for approziaatelj a Billionth of a second, 
it is possible to excite all the degrees of freedom which determine 
the conditions under which the partition netal melts. 

We arrive at the saae conolusion also as a result of the experi¬ 
mental fact that the depths of arnor-pieroing for metals which are 
quite similar in nature (with almost identical values of q and 
equal density) depend appreciably on their strength characteristics. 

For example, for steel with hardness Hg * 125 we have uor = 

2,000 m/sec, and for hardened steel with = 50 we have Uor * 2200 

m/seo. 

Even more instructive are data on the effect of the strengths 
of the corresponding metals on the depth of armor-piercing. These 
data were obtained by Baum and Skalyarov, 

The results of the experimental determinations are listed in 
Tfcble 107. 

Experiments were carried out with charges made of TG 50/50 ! 
alley 42 mm in diameter and 84 mm high, with the cumulative cavity j 
of hyperbolic form and a facing made of aluminum alloy 2 am thick. I 

On the basis of the foregoing we can conclude that the metal 
of the armor when under the influence of the cumulative jet is 
apparently in a particular quasi-liquid state, in which the transition 
conditions depend considerably on its strength characteristic. 

By way of the main strength characteristic of the metal we j 
shall henceforth use the quantity pft, which can be readily deter- j 

mined by experiment. j 

The basis for the construction of the more refined theory of 
armor-piercing action, as shown by t he results of the investigations 
performed, should be the following physical factorsi [ 

1. At high pressures, which occur upon interaction of a cumula- ! 
tive Jet with a partition, it is necessary to take into account the 
compressibility of the metals, which becomes appreciable. 

2. The strength characteristics of the partition metal 
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Infltttnoi greatly the depth of the armor pieroiqg. The destruction 
of the armor is connected with overcoming the strength foroes in the 
metal and its transition into a quasi-liquid state. 

3. Taking the foregoing circuostanoe into account, the speed 
of armor piercing can be calculated at the speed of motion of the 
separation boundary between the metal of the jet and the metal of the 
armor. 

4. The depth of armor piercing, other conditions being equal, 
is determined by the effective length of the cumulative jet / , 

ef 
at which its velocity becomes equal to u^. After this velocity is 

reached in the jet, the armor piercing ceases. 

73. VEL0CITÏ OF ARMOR PIERCING AND IRESSURE DURING 
THE EBCOUNTHl BETWEEN THE JET AND THE PARTITION 

When the Jet strikes the partition, a shook wave is produced 
both in the jet and in the partition. To determine the pressure that 
develops when the Jet penetrates into the partition and to determine 
the velocity of the armor piercing, we can use the well known 
relationships from the theory of shook waves t 

= w — Kpx K 0 — Vi, x) = Vpx (v,. 0 -- v2l x), (73,1) 
where u is the velocity of the corresponding jet element, Uj is the 

velocity of motion of the separation boundary between the two media 
(the speed of armor piercing), px is the pressure on the boundary 

between the media at the instant of the shook, v-. n|T¿ — the 

specific volumes of the striking body (jet) at the initial instant 
of time and at the instant of shock, respectively; Vo n and v5 

are the specific volumes of the body receiving the shook (partition). 

Let us put vx = v0(l - o(). After simple transformations of 

(73.1) we arrive at the following formulas, which determine p and u 
x x 

P* = T~ 

. (^+1 
Pi,0«7 

P|,0 
GU — '■ 

Pa.o 

(73,2) 
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«0» = 
U 

(73,3) 

where 
fl, 0 ** f 2, O 

and strook bodies. 

1 + ]/ V a2 Pi, U 

are the initial densities of the striking 

Unlike (70.2), a formula established by Lavrent*yev, Sqs. (72.3) 
and (72.3) take into account the influence of the compressibility 
(oO of the colliding bodies on the parameters of the armor piercing. 

It follows irom (73.3) that in the case when the Jet and the 
partition are made of the same metal (*^ = and Q a ^ ^) 

the armor piercing velocity is u^ = u/2. 

In this particular case formulas(73.3) and (70.2) lead to an 
identical result. It was shown in Chapter IX that at pressures on 
the order of lO-* kg/ca¿ and higher the connection between p ani 
^ is established by the law 

(13.4) 

Expressing in terms of o( and using (73.4), we find 

Pa; __1 
Po 1 — « ’ 

0=1- 

O+ff 
(73,5) 

Substituting the resultant relation for into (73.2) we obtain 

Px = Pi u“3 

1 

(l + 
Px 

/1. /■ 

“ I 2 
(73,Ü) 

(l+*f i 

The rate of motion of the separation boundary u , calculated from 
X 

formula (73.3) corresponds for a medium whose strength is disregarded 
(water, lead, etc.). 

Under real conditions of armor piercing, it is necessary to take 
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into account the strength resistance of the araor metal and coa- 

eequently the actual velocity of notion of the separation boundary, 
•Qual to the velocity of armor piercing, will be less than u « We 

denote this velocity by ^ q. 

The value of u can be deternined from the formula 
X, u 

Ux,0 = V(Px~Pst)(V->, 0- V2,x). (73,7) 

Here p^ is interpreted as the initial Ninternaln pressure in 

the arsor metal. 

Transforming (73.7), we can write for 0 the relation 

tlx, 0 — 
Pl.o«’ 

Pst 

f a?Pi, 0 I 1 -o 
cC' 

1 

p .\ 0 

.(^+/°'ä 

2 ?■>, 0«- 

or finally 

tlx, u —: II / /al Pî.oV 
a2 Pi, o / 

Pst 

Pî, o11”- 
(73.8) 

^b«n relation (73.8) goes into relation 

(73.2), and if the Jet and the partition consists ofone and the 
same metal, then u = u/2. At velocities u of cumulative jets, 

X, o 

with which we usually deal in practice, we have u /u ^ 1/2. 
X, 0 

When p = p we have u = 0, something attained when u = u 
X st X, 0 cr 

The results obtained correspond to the real condition of armor 
piercing by cumulative charges. 
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Knowing th« uluM of Ujjj. fro» experlMot for the oorrtspoodlog 

aetals, va oan readily oaloolate their faloee of p^. For ¿Mg 

purpoaa ve naa relation (73.6), vhioh after eobatitirtion of u = u 
or 

and p s p aeeoMs the fora 
X at 

Pst = 

oui. (73,9) 

It ia convenient to oaloolate pBt graphically. For thia pur- 

poae one apecifiea different valoea of for vhioh the correaponding 

°f calculated. The reaulta of the oaloulationa are 
plowed in the fora of graphe px a f(u), vhioh can be oaed to 

I determine pit from the experimentally obtained valuea of uer 

I ., i I?* brt»««n the preaaore p and the velocity u of a 
I cumulative Jet ia found in Table 108 and in Fig. 185. 

As oan be aeen froa Fig. 185, for steel vith hardness H = 125 
I ® 
ve have = 4.8 x 10 kg/on , and for duraluainum vith hardness 

Hg = 115 ve have pst = 2.8 x 105 kg/om2. 

We note that for steel pflt amounts to about 20 — 25* of the 

najdaua (initial) pressure vhich is produced in the partition at the 
J instant that the frontal part of the cumulative jet strikes it. 

The velocity of armor piercing ux> 0 is calculated in the follov- 

ing fashion. Using the plot (Fig. 185), one determines from the 
Jet velocity u the corresponding value of p^, after vhich formula 

(73.4) is used to determine C< x tQd The resultant values of 
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MM&il—W 

th«a« qaaotitiaa art subatituted in ralation (73.8). 

reault« oartain oaloulationa,, oarriad oat at apollad to 
partitions and oaaulativa Jota nada of steal and duraloaino*, ara 
listad in Tabla 109, whara tba dapandanoa of u n on the Jat ralo- 

oity a is givan. 

Tabla 110 colaras tha values of the average velociUas of 
amor pi arcing, established erperlneotallj and oaloolated froa 
Uvrent»yev«a fomnla and froa fórnala (73.8) for the initial stases 
of amor piercing (amor thickness 22 — 30 an). In tha oaloulationa 
une ws aada of tha average velocity (utf) of the Jet elaaent consumed 

during tha process of amor piercing. 

is can be seen fron the table, tha results of tha theoretioal 
calculation by formula (73.8) and those of tha experiaent are in full 
agreeaent. 

The results of calculation by Lan>eatlyevts formula lead in all 
MM. (.*« for th. InltUl stages of mor jilmlng) to tso.salT. 
TxLn.. of th. armor-piecing raioclty. Naturally, at lari, daptha of 
amor piercing this discrepancy will inoraasa noticeably. 

74. DETatMINATlON OF DEPTH OF 4RMGR PIIRCINQ 

Let us examina the problaa of the motion of the boundary between 

^ fOT- Ih* 

r st Î 

P2.0ÜÎ ’ (HI) 

where u is a function of x and t. 

Converting tha right half of (74.1), we obtain 
dx 

~dt / w- 

41 + 
Z a ^ 

1 r2. 0 

P ita2 

?2, 0U0 

(74,2) 

s I7 a2 Pl,0/ 

where uq is tha initial velocity of the frontal part of the Jat. 

Introducing tha notation 
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i + ï/—^- = s -Ííí!l—ÜL /74 o» 
+ K «! P... P" "P« ' (74'3* 

v« rewrite (74.2) ae 
rf _ 
_(o_ _ J_ /~( U \2 
dül Uo / (74,4) 

« ‘0 
where /. ie the effeotlve length of the jet at t = 0. 

Solving thia differential a anation subject to the initial condi-j 
tiona X a 0, t a 0, tt * »j# end f(o, 0) a 1, va obtain x a F(t). 

Knowing that by the end of the amor piercing we have u/u^ a 

we obtain fron the ainultaneoua solution of the equations x a F(t ) 
c c# 

and f(xt, te) a Uqj./uq, we can detemine xc a L, where L is the 

depth of the amor piercing and tc is the tine required to oonplete 

the amor piercing. 

A solution of this problen leads to a ouabarsons expression, 
fron which the value of L can be detemined by successive approxi- 
nation or by using tables. 

However, the depth of the amor piercing can be detemined in 
a sinpler fashion. For this purpose it is necessary to average the 
velocity in the jet in such a way that the conservation of energy is 
fulfilled for the jet. For a linear distribution of velocities in 
the jet, as follows fron siaple geonetrioal considerations (Fig. 186), 
we can write 

°0 — U /0 — X 

"0 Ucr 

or 
U = Ur 

1 ~~rJ^°~,íKp) (74,5) 

(/ is the length of the jet at the instant of arrival at the amor): 
0 

the energy of the jet is ! , 

P _ sl0?0“2 _ S/0P0 f n2/J X _ 5/oPo /* L , * , .¿X 
E —2-Ï-J u di¿ <"» - "")J dra = 

00 

S/OPo Í 2 , (««- Mcr)2 , , J 
= -3-\-U tr(tl0 —Ucr) \, (74,6) 
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«ad fro« (74.5) «ad (74.6) va obtain /Urr- Wrr 

l + -- + ~ 
uo uô 

3 * u0 T 3 

vhara a la tha avaragad jat valooity. 

(74,7) 

To oaloulat« tha dapth of armor piaroing, va obtain tha aquation 

_dx   ^ ï i o ux.o = -ir = -r\ 1 — ß2- at ?! 

Intagratiag this axpraaaion, va gat 
ut 

L=^V\- ?2, (74,8) 
vhara L is tha dapth of amor piaroing, and tc la tha tiaa at tha 

and of tha armor piaroing. Obviously, 

/ _ /o ~f £ 
lr - -- 

Hanoa 
L 

7o 
'+» 

/ -a-i 
a. 

_p2_ 
Pi 

l/l 
V pj«2 (' + 1 

i/'j'l P2 \2 
V ao Pi / 

(74,9) 

(74,10) 

A« P . 0 va hava at 
L   ^ a2 Pi, o 

7o V \ ~h,ü ' 
(74,11) 

If tha ooaffioiantsof compressibility of tha metals used for the 
Jet and for the partition are the same (oq = we arrive at 
Lavrent'yev formula 

the 

L=iaV’j^ù- |74'12» 

We oan cnclude from the equations obtained that the armor- 
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pitreing ability of a otumlative jet, other conditions being equal, 
is proportional to the length of the generatrix of the facing. There¬ 
fore a facing of hyperbolic fora is better than a conical one of the 
aaae height. The use of a facing uith a generatrix in the fora of a 
branch of a logarithaio spiral is not advisable, sinos it does not 
fora a noraal jet but a spherically shaped bullet. 

To obtain oaxLaua araor-piarcing effect (L = L ) it is 
oax 

necessary to o hoose the quantity /^, in such a way, that during all th< 

tine of its succeeding penetration of the jet in the araor the jet 
r ana .Ins continuous. 

The optiauawlue /0 3 ¿0 + Bf (¿0 18 thfl initlal length of the 
jet and is the focal distance) is equal to the optiaal distance 

froa the charge to the araor, at which the cunnlative jet has the 
nariaua piercing ability. 

Consaquently, in this case the concept "focal distanoeN has an 
entirely different physical meaning than for a ouaulative charge with¬ 
out facing. 

Other conditions being equal, the focal distance will be greater 
for a charge in which the metal of the ouaulative facing has a greater 
ability to become stretched without breaking. 

For modern ouaulative chargeswith conical cavity and with facing 
made of iron we have 

where is approximately equal to the length of the generatrix of 

the cone. 

75. DETERMINATION OF THE DIAMETER OF THE 
SHELL HOLE 

An exact determination of the diameter of the shell hole is 
quite difficult. An approximate relationship for the calculation of 
»he diameter of the shell hole can be obtained, however, from the 
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follovlng conaidtratiens. 

It can be assuaed that after the frontal part of the jat has 
«truck the surface of the partition, high pressures pz of short 

duration (which we bave calculated above) are fomed. These pressures 
are rapidly removed, and consequently the radial notion of the 
■aterial of the partition is under the influence of the inertial 
forces. Bearing in sind that the lateral shook wave is almost 
cylindrical, we can write the following relation 

A. 
Px =/ (75,1) 

where is the lateral pressure, px the pressure in the nodal direc¬ 

tion, rQ the average radius of the Jet, and is the running radius of 

the shell bole. Assuming the radial motion of the metal to have terminated 
when p^ = p^, we obtain from (75.1) the radius of the shell hole. ^ 

(75'2) 

At the instant of termination of the armor piercing, i.e., when 
p s pilhei* s Tq. For this example, the maximum values are px = 

c 2 5 2 
2.0 X 10° kg/om and Pat ^ 5.0 X 10 kg/om • The average radius of 

the jet r^ is determined from the formula 

2 Rch COS a 

3 ^ 

Substituting for our specific case the values 2Re s 60 mm, 

2 mm, and o(. = 35°, and also taking account of the fact that the 
maximum coefficient <f elongation for modern steel shells is w4 
obtain Îq - mm. 

Using (75.2) we find the maximum diameter of the shell hole to 
be dh 3 2R^ = 24 mm, which is in good agreement with experiment. 

Vhen the ch*rgo is exploded under conditions such that the 
process of normal formation of the cumulative jet is disturbed, and 

..... 
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ttw Jet 1« not •ffwjtivdjr stretched (for exupl«, if the o barg a Ja 
placed directly on the anaor), then the dleaeter of the shell hole 
will lacrease considerably, somethin* rarely observed in practice, 
wturally, the depth of the armor piercin* (inasmuch as the length 
of the jet is / /^) is decreased thereby. 

76. EFFECT OF FIST ROTATION ON THE STABILITÏ CF A 
CONDLATIVE AND ITS ARMCR-HIRCING ACTION 

It is knoun that amor-piercing action of rotating cumulative 
ammunition is much less than that of non-rotatiug ones. With inorees- 
ing angular velocity of the cumulative charge, the harmful influence 
of the rotary action becomes intensified. Systematic investigations 
of the effective rotation on the cumulative effect, as a function of 
the diametar and of the shape of the cavity, of the angular valocity 
of the charge, nd of its distance to the partition, have been carried 
out by Baum. Some experiments in this direction vere also carried out 
under the leadership of Lavrent'yev. 

Effect of caliber (diameter of the base of the cavity) of the 

!8\°?u ! îf*01, Pitroiû« •tf«* d“1!«« rotation. In the investiga- 
faotor» Iba charges used vera ande of 

TO 50/50 alloy in steel shells with conical cavity, Ths cumulative 
funnels (facings) «are mads of steel. The tests were carried out at 

.VSMrr 00 ^ “ 30>000 ^ Th* ^rges vare exploded 
Th* r"ult,'i 

. I* ®*an lb# table that «1th increasing caliber of the 
charge, the harmful influence of rotation becomes stronger, and 
Î.-ÎÎ!1 fí!;8 ftflalV° a «reatar degree for charges vith deep conical 
cavity. This is explained by the fact that because of the lav of con¬ 
servation of angular momentum the elements of the Jet «ill have an 
îifüiü* datar“lned by tbe angular momentum of the correspondi™ 
lament of facing relative to the instantaneous axis of its rotation 
uring collapse. The maximum angular velocity of the Jet is deter¬ 

mined by the expression * « 

0) : Ct)/! ^o\2 
«J’ (76,1) 

wh«. «Jo 1, th. angular ..loclty of th. oh.rg., 1¾ th. radio, of th. 

base of the cone, and Pc the radius of the base of the cone (pestle) 

after its complete compression. 
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Tare r"c partaiûs to th« pestTe and not to tfa® j^Tfor at tha 

ioatant of fonaatloa the pesUe and the jet uke ud a 
I and consequently, have the sane angular velocity. 08 ** 

Ith. .^r^JoÍTof7^, tÍfL“lth ^81 »i **» o'««*. 
Lm kTIk th9 M iûoreaeea noticeably, and this, as " 
«.111 b. ahoyo baloy, i. . hantful tffaot on Its atabillty. 

loonoCoiÏ! b‘,ÍS ^ th* ^ °f Tabl8 88 ““ «k. th. foUoyiog 

f.»or-M.»Â“î Tn ?1"ZZ ^.0 TZl '*?" 
by the fact that in the casa M!k ^ i? e3çlain<d Principally 

I high« apead of 8 Wh a 

rotatioB : a ¡c.™“ ““ “* 

•bmt7h*. m^trat^Virtl.0^1“4100 on the armor 

Of th.TdLu^t Ôfh™he1î:ro0ê î^1“8“8 °f «ftioo .s. fonction 
76-« cbaCím colnÄty Tha tMt8 “d> - 

oonioal cavities (h/d l^undar^tat ? th8 8:çlo8lon of ohargaa y ith 
wab« 1) stationary condition, tha ounulativ. 

frUha’o^ga'írS «»oÍ'l^ft”^ “h“ th8 äLaUao,‘ haraful infloano. of rJ!?? oquai to tyo oaUb«-e. Hoy.„r,the 

fro. th. charge t? the arnorTt" . bX e iXTtbet 
«ent and destruction of th. Jet und«- «tatioHSoditîoL ,“8*' 
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In atadles of the question of the straotare end osases of 
avangeeeat of s cumulstive jet upon rotation, it is particularly 
interesting, free the principia point of viev, to detemine the 
behavior and operating conditions of the jet at relatively large 
distances fto« the point of explosion of the charge, at which one 
observes very highly pronounced syoptoms of derangement of the Jet 
even in ordinary stationary explosion. 

77. ON THE SIABILITÏ OF A CUMULATIVE JET 

The results of the investigations enable us to conclude that 
the most important initial forms of derangement of the Jet manifest 
themselves in the following mannen 

,, *n a destruction of the monolithic nature of the jet under 
iûftttMoe of the velocity gradients, as a result of which the 

¿îîdÎIÜîï °f “•11*r nUBbfr of «lanints. At large 
gradients an intense dispersion of the Jet may take place, and it 

I may consequently change into a stream of minute particles of metal. 

4« *1.4Th# dior•i,, ia th* w®01. Piercing ability with distance is 
in this case a consequence of the reduction in the density and radial 
divergence of the Jet, owing to the air resistance. Fig.187 shows 

I îh* *22! 0f ‘k“** (sht11 k®1®» eod dents) of a 20-mm armor produced 
by a 76-mm cumuIaUve charge at a distance of 4.5 meters^oS the 

.1 ^th*for*01 « »“<> «i- 

tion n^Jn+îh*4bî?*dÂning of th# ^ with ««beequent radial disrup- 
in th« 4«+ rf,*4lnfÎ2600# .0^ •iÄeüo compression energy accumulated 
in the jet dwlng the period of its formation. A derangement cf this 
type is clearly observed in Jets made of lead, which has a large 
volume compressibility. The character of a jit made up from^ad 
facing is illustrated in Fig 188. ^ 

In bending of the Jet as a result of the asymmetry of the ex- 

°ritheJUaUlativa faoing' «biob^Tds^o a deviation 
! ,L\h! lödi!id“1 •ia'aaots of the Jet from their normal trajeotory 
and to a reduction in the armor-piercing ability (Fig. 189) This 
fo™ of instability can l«d und« cartfia oondíticms(Ut¿. o.“° of 

r’.ï* brMkUÍ of th* J**) t0 t*« foraatioo of two or more holes in the armor. 

Under real conditions of appUcation of cumulative charges, one 
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aast not exclude the possibility of simultaneous appearance of a~n the 
foregoing factors* 

Undex*2onditions of stationary e^çlosion, the derangement of 
the jet manifests itself sufficiently noticeably oily at relatively 
large distances from the point of explosion. However, in the case of 
xmpid rotation of the charge, the jet immediately experiences under 
the influence of the centrifugal forces ever increasing derangement 
connected with the degree of bending of the jet and the radial 
scattering of its individual elements. These phenomena should lead 
at relatively close distances to the charge to an increase in the dia¬ 
meter of the hole, to a breakup of the jet with simultaneous reduction 
in the depth of armor piercing, while at large distances it leads to 
an almost complete vanishing of the armor-piercing ability. 

The foregoing considerations are in full agreement with experi¬ 
mental results. Thus, for example, Fig. 190 shews the result of 
action of a cumulative jet on a partition under conditions when the 
charge is exploded with rotation at 20,000 rpm. In this case, owing 
to the derangement of the jet, several dents, scattered over a rela¬ 
tively large area, were produced in the armor. The results of action 
on armor, produced by an analogous charge with stationary explosion 
and for the same distance from the partition, are shown in Fig. 191. 

A steel shield 20 mm thick was placed along the path of motion 
of cumulative jets of a76-mm charge, a distance 135 cm from the charge. 
The character of the damage to the shield in the case of stationary 
explosion,is shown in Fig. 192, while the case of rotation is shown 
in Fig. 193. 

On the basis of the data given, we must conclude that the observ¬ 
ed differences in the loss of stability of the jet under rotation and 
under conditions of stationary explosionare only quantitative in 
character. The derangement of the Jet observed in statiomry explosion 
at relatively large distances from the charge, occurs at much lesser 
distances in the case of rotation. 

Deformations of the cumulative charge under possible asymmetries 
of the explosion impulse or of the facing were Investigated theoretic¬ 
ally by Kreyn. From the results he obtained it follows that even 
in the case of slight asymmetrycf the cumulative facing or of the 
explosion impulse, a shift takes place in the center of formation of 
the jet relative to the initial axis of the charge. In this connection, 
and also as a result of the time change in the direction of the 
initial velocities of the jet elements, the jet becomes curved. 
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o«»uîîïoit”*J°^Z^L”’ \UÜ of of th.- 

“i l0^“*“^f,«Utí°nTtth1r.^rla th* 

0h*rg,S- H* St*rt» -» ‘ta 

ÄS fr“ Ä înootSî100 
ooaJitlôn^of^«0“*"’ c*h,r ihotor«. a™««, naj«. 

ä^1ä?ä-‘ £ .s r 
«0h.Nh.hta, Ä bSÄSir1* °f “• •“> 

.oh.idïÂÆôSh.Sôn r.onä f*otor- *• «“ D iB ni—+<« #1 •P*“®31“®1100 *0« j«t to be « striM under a stress 
Po i plestio flow. The frequency of oscillation of the string, and 

foraXÍatly °f th® i9t' 18 dflterained> «8 is veil known, from the 

= JLi/_£. 
i V o • (77,1) 

díSlV 11 th* ^ ^ thS M’ P 18 th8 t8“1»“. *“ä f> i. th. 

s; riflx^“ .v-ätä “ \n.l) that the time necessary to elloinate the antinode is 

7o <C 5 • 10 5 jcc, 

“ttSo^Ä1 

S^OOQ1— Í? SSV^tr ^^«'^^i^o^thffacSTõf1*168 
foro., du. to tb« tõoBlon °f*1h^ 8X8rt ^^8 »t.billhin« 

When . rotating Jrt mo..., it. «ntlaod«vni grou; th. tall 
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part oftha jet will not fall into the hole punched by its frontal 
pert; the energy of the tail part will be expended in punching a new 

In conclusion we note tha" ‘ ‘ 
be the only cause of the han&fu 
tive effect. Along with the be 
a derangement (as shown by inst 
of the jet into separate partie 

A simple calculation showi 
scattered in a radial direction 
forces during the process of iti 

In fact, the maximum cent] 
detc'‘mined by the formula 

P — o(0 

where r^ is the initial diameter of the cumulative jet, and 

the initial density of the jet. 

The centrifugal forces calculated by means of this formula, 
produced in a jet when a 76--mm cumulative shell is fired from a 15- 
oaliber gun, is approximately 18,000 kg/cm2. 

J10081 the influenoe of the centrifugal forces, the divergence of 
the jet should be a function of the time. The acceleration acquired 
y the particles of the jet is determined by the expression 

where r is the radius of the jet, t is the time, and iO is the 
angle of velocity of the jet. 

Integrating this differential equation, we obtain 

V = i (77i< 

Knowing tha valu. = 300 rpm, wo can readily calculât, th. 

ratio r/r0 for any instant of time. 
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Th« total time of motion of th« elements of the jet in the air 
(along a 50 m path) and penetration of 30 mm into the amor amounted 
to t = 3 X 10"5 aec for the oaee considered here. 

The resulta of the calculations show that by that instant of 
tima the diameter of the jet inoreases by 25$, while the area of its 
damage inoreases by 56$. The average density of the jet is according-' 
ly decreased by 50$. This result agrees with the reduction in armor 
piercing ability (by 32$) which was found in our experiments on 
rotation. 

78. SUPERS PEED CUMULATION 

Of great interest in experimental physios is the production 
of gas and metal jets,moving with velocities on the order of many 
tens of kilometers per second. In addition to using strong electric 
discharges, which lead to such plasma velocities, it has been shown 
by I.V. Kurchatov and others that to obtain such high velocities one 
can use cumulation methods. 

Analyzing the main relation of the theory of cumulation, namely 

--- (78,1) = 

'si 

we can readily verify that the velocity of the cumulative jet in¬ 
creases with decreasing angle It follows therefore that if the 
velocity WQ of the collapse of the facing elements is sufficiently 

large (something that is attainable by suitable choice of the explo¬ 
sive, of the metal facing, or of other parameters of the cumulative 
charge), then at sufficiently small values of oC it is possible to 
reach in principle quite high cumulative-jet velocities. Such velo¬ 
cities can be realized, in particular, under conditions when 
cylindrical cumulation is produced. 

In many of the works of American scientists it was shown that 
when cylindrical tubes of light metals are used for the facing, the 
lateral surface of which is surrounded with a sufficiently thick 
layer of explosives, it is possible to produce in the frontal part 
of the cumulative jet velocities on the order of several tens of 
kilometers per second. The greatest velocity of cumulative jets, 
equal to 90 km per second, was reached by using tubes of beryllium, 
the specific gravity of which is 1.5. A schematic arrangement of a 
cumulative charge is shown in Fig.194. 
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Owing to the fact that the detonation wave does not reach 
varlow elements of the facing simultaneously, the collapse of the 
facing, in spite of its cylindrical form, still takes place under a 
certain angle that increases as the detonation wave moves along the 
tube. By regulating in some manner the time of approach of the 
detonation wave to the different elements of the tube, we can change 
within certain limits the angle o( and*therefore ensure a specified 
distribution of velocities is the cumulative jet with a maximum 
possible velocity of its frontal part. 

The parameters of the cumulative jet (CJ) for the case of 
cylindrical cumulation oan be very easily calculated. We first 

estimate the angle at which the elements of the facing converse 
towards the axis. We shall give the solution for the plane case, ob¬ 
tained by Baum and Stanyukovioh. 

For calculation purposes we take a scheme, wherein the detonatior 
wave,bent by a "lens," begins to excite the active part of the charge 
at a distance y0 from the metallic facing (Fig. 195). The front of 

the detonation wave, beginning at the point y0, reaches a point Xq 

within a time 
(78,2) 

The motion of this element of the facing begins precisely at that 
instant of time. We shall assume that each facing element moves along 
the y axis, and then the law of motion of the facing element is 
determined by the relations 

M d*y 

~s~ ~dP ~ P' (78,3) 

where M = s S h is the mass of the given facing element, s is its 
area, h is its thickness, and $ is the density of the facing 
material. Hence 

¿"y p 
~dF~lh' (78,4) 

Integrating (78.4) with respect to the time, we find that the velocity 
of motion of this element of facing is 

0 dt (78,5) 



whjtt« I = ï(t) La the moaentua tranaferrad to the given ftoliig «l«aaat 
oaloulated par unit area of the facing, ^ ^ 

.«-ro^rrs: th* f*°^ “ «»b* 

P=PÁT^Tf-)'’ (78,6) 

where the quantities pQ and ^ depend on the coordinate ^ of the 

given facing alenent. It can be assumed here that the momentum 
transferred by a given explosive element to a given facing element 
is constant and independent of 3¾. The momentum developed by the 

detonation products in the given direction (without the attached 

Ä; Z CSioir10* * ““ "* "• •• - 
/0 — 27 mD- (78,7) 

^ the “f88 °f the explosion products moves in one direction 
an thí^í ^ the other* Th8 tot*l momentum is aero, inasmuch * 
rL-winn0?8 a0tiag. dUfiffi1the e^iosion are internal forces. Upon reflection from an absolutely rigid wall * 

/*f =2I0 = ~ mD. (78 ^ 

18 connected in a metalUo case, and the mass of 
Îïliît1 ?í U0® °0rr88P0ndiQg toih9 **** of the liQear explosive element, is whUe tue mass of the facing element is we ban 

^^eofhîha0IÎ+eBP^i0g aomentum developed upon detonation and 
sweeping of the attached masses of the facing and of the wall. 

The corresponding relations are given in Section 65. 

In the particular case when ^ = 0, the formula becomes much 

simpler: 
(m -f 2Af,)5 

/=/077 

If Hj » = M, th.n / = /„(, -f-M ), AZn 
v m Jy ,+m 

____ ’ m 

(78.9) 

(78,10) 
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?*+Ü*8t oa8Vis si“Pla for oaloulationj v« shall tharefore osa 1t 
Io tha gaoaral oasa va pot 

/ = 7¡/0. (78,11) 

« riSf1!!1“ d*t,r^n*d *“(78.9) or fr« (78.10). In.Much « M = .hi, . = fo 10d = h f/B fo> Mhtr< > o 

daosity of tha axplosiva. Than 

Starting froa ralatioo (78.6), va get 

1 
. 3A5 — Ve 
+ Hh 

(78,12) 

i=f pdt=&(t0~tl). (78,13) 

In tfa. cu. of normal raflaotloo, th. quantity p0 1, drt«mln«i by 

tha relation _ 64 
Po-tf-p*, (78,14) 

vhera pin = hence 
_ 16p0Dî 

Po-27 

1° case of a gliding detonation vava 

Po==P~- 

(78,15) 

(78,16) 

In tha general oasa va can put 

^0=^ + (-^--1)^^08^, (78,17) 

vhara ß is tha angla batvaan tha front of tha datonation vava and 
tha facing. Expression (78.17) is bast vrittan in tha form 

Po — p„ [ 1 -)- feos2?]. 
(78,18) 
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Tima, Inaaauoh as 

cos2S=—/ K „2 F» ‘0 i- >0 ■. 6y- 

va bava A=/>^±üí» 
v(*!o+yV (78,19) 

Crin* rtlatloas (78.7), (78.11), .„a (78.19), obtain 

/=>,/„ = -,|S|>‘I™,| _ ií»0 647S + 274 --- 
' 27 8 27 ~4+ú~iVx'°+y¡-Dt<), (78.20) 

from which it follows that 

02. = ^4+1.2-32,//-^^5-, (78,21) 

Ihua, «a know all tha oonataot. (p0, t0, ^) in ttaa approaluta la» 

aloStaÄ^.^ ÂTîT^o’,“^ Hr“* 
1¾ » 0, and 00 , than 7^= 2 and Dt* = o, a. folio», fr« th, 

thaory of reflection of detonation wavea. Since 

where p = pqÍ^) and ^ = ^(xq) (for specified y0), weûnd by using 

(78.3) that , 

Wo= —= —°- /‘^O —^l\3 PO /, .)3,- 1 , , 

y 2U (^o — ^i) -f- — 2/0 -f- Vl—Wl 
L t-tx J* (78,23 
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Wx= — 2 
dt 

(¾1 

v« find that 

vhtra 

Wy = 
Avf _-^LI 

yLdxo dx0 J 
¿•*0 ~ (/0 —^i) 

tg a — — JÎ. t~tP \{t * \ dt\ 0/, ,, dtQ 
«“-27 k Í (7^15^-4)^-2(^-¾ " dXr> 

dto 
dxi 

xp 
° DVxl + yl' 

dt\ _ ^ I 1 64 • Sl^Hyl 

äx‘ D [V4+71 “KT^F 

(78,30) 

(78,31) 

(78,32) 

(78,33) 

It is obvious that uhan t = 0 ua also bava c(= 0, but tha nass 
soattarad in this casa is also saro* In this casa both opposing 
parts of tha faciQg coma in contact, and tha procass of jat formation 
doas not bagin at all. With increasing tima, tha angla <K^ and tha 
scattering mass increase, and the velocity of tha Jat decreases. 
If considerable masses go into tha jat, tremendous velocities can be 
obtained, on the order of 100 km/sac. 

Let us find tha limiting expressions for f»«*n angles, corras** 
ponding to small values of x^: 

yo / yp t\H dto jço_ _d/i_ _ _£o_ /1 _37rjm 
Dyo' dxo Dyol1 64y0 j » 

t _ yp * _ yp 
h— d ’ D ‘2D ’ dxa 

Wp 
D <78’34> 

4 hHD 
y — 27 ih 

(-¾)1 

(-Í+S)' 
1 2Dy0 Wt =-— 

Xq 

1+ —7 

. 37 
Ay M y0 

(78,30) 

(78,36) 

/"Az: y' + Ay D 
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ftr a — H Po -^0 
“27 A 

'-f 
X 

-^-)2 

X [(^“ -¾ ) (1 - f x) - 2 (^ - -f + w )] • (78»37) 

It is obfiou. that the fowing Jat vill havs the greatest valo- 
[^368 at M“11 vä1m8 oí Xq. Th« naxLaua velocity will (Jour whan x = 

°; Th* aMrf7 of a giv«n j«t «Iwent is practically «qual to th« anarav 

and^a1?0 °f^" fí™ f!0inf this *a9r& increases with tia« and as t o" it r«aoh«s its œaxiaua valu«. Wh«n t -» oo wa bav« 

^ = !îl__2yo t Wp0x0 ( 37 /7fiQQ, 
D D *0 ’ tg-+64-(78»38) 

I Th« «nargy of a giv«n j«t «louent is 

rr i — —I 
¿1= jmtWu 

J uh«r« wi is th« velocity of th« given jet «lament. 

Inaeauoh as the nass of the given j«t element is 

(78,39) 

AW, = AWoSin2-^ 2-~^rtg2a, (78,40) 

where m0 is thenss of the given facing element, w« have 

_ 8m0D2 H2pI 

27-27 hW (1+1¾2. (78.41) 

This energy is independent of the value of 3¾. 

The momentum of the given jet element is 

tim0DH2plxQ 7 — m _ om0U/1 p0x0 _ 37 ri// \2 
1 1 ‘ 27 • 27hWy0 (1 +64^7¾) * (78,42) 

The momentum increases with increasing x . 
0 

Since in practice the maximum facing velocity w0 is reached 

I within relatively small time intervale elapsed from the start of the 
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Motion, th*r« is ao nsed to aov« th« shnll fron the plane or in the 

oHrtToto*. ¿«‘tSTSi L*1*’ t0 * UH’ » 1. auffi- y* 10 ‘’"‘K’“ for thl“ dlataoo. a quantity on tha ordar of (2 - 3) 

P*n. «iaÄiÄw.“11*^ “7“*trl0*1 “»* - th. 

arhitr«™°ô^!J*l01,aîî #Ml0*0“. «laaantary thaoty for faolna of 
îf«>. g.n.r.1 raUtloo, ,U1 r«ain lî foro. 

th. inta^uon ^ °f “* fMt tù*t i» 

(^o). y=/(x0), (78,43) 
i*«.» 7 is • specified fonction of 3¾. 

¿.flaoU^iT^Üb,1; t? U*"* I«», hut 
opportt.1. th. coa^aÂ^xg^ * ^1°° 

«h««* tS ä:.0 iisMti»"*"“ *“* t,ap,r*tHr“ 

w.ää-4^;ä5"ä srsi' “ 
JWW., «I.. -Mí „.o, UM. U 

in order to ascertain vhat equation of state should be u««d in 

.“ôoT* î,° drribt tha »I "oUiaion, IrtTaíí.“lat 
* Ugh estiaate of the pressures that are produced thereby. 

a 2¾ SxS? 
PsH = 

P()«0 P„u0 
Po 

PSK 

(78,44) 

where uo and ^>0 are the velocity and density of the ounulative jet, 

psa and ^>Bh «re the pressure and density on the front of the 
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r«8ult«nt «hook wave. 

It 1« obvious that tha pressura pflh will have a alala» when 

OÇ 3 I. The quantity <is daterained by tha aquation of state of tha 
given aatarlal. 

A . •a*«®« i» the range of high pressures of interest to us 
that the Material of the Jet obeys an equation of state of the fora 
Palati * tbe dinaity 5 8h ba deterained by the 

Here 

lik_ 

Po 

n -f 1 

ñ- 1 

“ n ^ -f- 1 2 

n -f- 1 ’ Psk 2~~ PoUo. (78,45) 

The Eq« (78.45) yields theaaxiauB pressure pah produced during the 

shook. At very high pressures (on the order of lo8 kg/cm2), ary 
medium is converted into an electronic gas, and then the equation of 
state P = Af ° indeed applies,with n = 5/3 (as in the case of a 
monatomic gas) and relation (78.45) assumes the form 

Psk=^Po,à‘ (78,46) 

When Uq = 100 km/sec and 0 = 1.5 g/cm2 (beiyllium), we obtain 
8 o 

from (78.46)that = 1.5 x 10 kg/om , confirming the correctness 

of our estimate of the pressure, and giving grounds for regarding the 
I Jet material as a degenerate electronic gas. 

As is well known from statistical physics, the equation of state 
of this gas is 

= ? (N\{ 
5\ g I 4^me \ V ) ’ (78,47) 

where g is the statistical weight of the partióles, N is the 
J number of particles in a single mole, m* is the electron mass, h is 

Hanok's consUnt, equal to 6.558 x 10-27 erg-sec, V is the molar 
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voluot of th« substance at a presaur* n --7—- 
tion g = 2, Ji = Zlt uh«r« w i! f the 0*s< ooaaidtr»- * > vaera Nfl is Avogardo*s nimbar and Z Le tha 

ÏÏ*vr-°i/l?tr°!!‘ ^ “tm of th* K1'« «étal (for bwyUlo. z = 
d ' itv fl ? ' W^*rö S* ato«ic uaight of tha natal, p It« 
bÄ 8 P (fOT “ = 9 g/toaPíju.? f“' 

^-5-(3^2) 
A2 /4^ 

47t‘/n, 

5 
3 i 

(78,48) 

.¾ ÄTr0”"10* ^ ^ 

from tha follow^consideratlonT CThe*inttÍÍDafe °f th8 t<mperature 
on tha front of tha shook wava is* Vernal energy of tha medium 

E = Uvo~v) pv 
n-~ \ (78,49) ■ • • 1 

J For a deganarata alectron ge», loaaiauch as a = 5/3, haaa 

E= Ipv- (78.50) 

|Wa nos rawrlta tha Eq. (78.50) in tha form 

(78,51) £ = ^“M 

SÄT: ““ " J 
«» W »tvU, ., . 4 ..l/íí.,««*'» »í. "" " “‘“I 

T_3-9-1,35^10^-2,34^10 5 
‘-27076--U ■ 10«X (78,52) 

îSiÂt-tTiÂ n i: r ^ 
•n increasing function of tha tampewtuíí. ^«ctronio gas is 

ta.paritttrÄwt’iru!0 "or* «tlanta of tha 
«pacific hit for a dagacarati ” th* for tl“ 

r, = ?N1 ( F\ã 
Ñ ) 1 (78,53) 
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vhtrt 

-16 

S — /—M3 
P l tí / Ã2~ 

«ad k Is Boltaaaim*8 constant, equal to 1.38 x 10 ^ cal/dag. 

For tha casa which va ara considering, relation (78.53) bacornas 

„ _(2n\¿ mekï-W A^, u nT 
»-iTj • 

Substituting into this expression tha numerical values of tha 
corresponding qiantitias, ue obtain 

cv = 2,87 T ZCM 

¿pad 

Hence 

jStarting from this, va transform (78.51). Va obtain 

^ = 2,87^ = 1.,,35.10...4 = 1.,,35.,0.. 
T = 3,25 .,05¾. 

Va haya determinad this temperature under the assumption that the 
iT+f1 °f ^6t behav*8 a degenerate electronic gas under [conditions of impact. * 

Let us verify now the correctness of this assumption. 

1Inhere*11 th* crit*rion for oiTot* degeneracy is 

A_23 nm^kV* T (78,54) 

quantities, ve obtain 
(78^¾) th« au.«-lo«l valu, of th. oorr.apondlng 

8 = 4,73.,0--7, ,7S 
(78,55) 
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fro* vhloh v« st« that at taiiperaturas on tha ordar of 10^ — 10^ 
dag K va bava $ « 1, 1.«,, tha aatarisl of tha j«t indaad rast ba 
ragardad as a daganarata alaotronío gas during tha Instant of Lnpaot. 

Thus, tha saoond varslon vhloh laads at uq = 100 ks/sao to an 
shook tasparatura on tha ordar of 300,000° K, Is apparantly suffl- 
olantly aoourata. 

It follows fron this that at Inpact valooltlas on tha ordar of 
atTtral tans of kllonatars par saoond, tha ounulatlva jat will hava 
not only amor pi aro log but also strong amor Igniting action. 

it jat Ihpaotvalooltlas on tha ordar of 100 kn/sao, va oan 
axpaot tha appaamnoa not only of ordinary radiation, but also of 
bardar radiation. 
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fables and Figures 

Tablt 102 

Effaot of ordinary and cuaulati?« charges on araor 

XapaKiepHCTHKa aapsaa 
0 

Hperpaaa 
1 © 

XapaKTep Ae$opMaiiHH 
nperpaiu 

CruoiIiHOH UH^HHÄpHWeCKHH, BblCO- 

ra — 180 MM, ÄHaMeip —65 mm 
BpoHenaHTa to.i- 

@ UIHHOH 200 MM 
BvHTHHa 

© 

To «e, C KOHHMCCKOH BblCMKOH 6c3 
OÔ^HUOBKH Q To we 

<D 
Kparep rayÓHHofi 

22 MM ^ 

To we, Bbie.MKa HMeer cra.ibHyio 

oõaHnoBKy ToamHHoii 2 mm 
(10) 

—
s 

o
 

S
 

(T>
 

'S
» 

CKB03naH npoÓOHna 

© 

, . Ch«ractaristic of charga, 2) fartition, 3) Character of 
a oraation of partition, 4) Contlnuoua cylindrical, height 180 am, 

diameter 65 on, 5) Armor plate 200 am thick, 6) Dent, 7) The aame, 

àtln Ci°MCîiCaVity With0Ut faciQ«» Th9 9) Crater 22 mm 

Ä ,tMl f*oiD«2 “thick’n) Hoi< 
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ftb $ 1Q3 

Dtpaodtnc« of velocity of frontal part of ouaulatiya 
jat on oartaln factors 

PaaMepu napnia 
(5 

3© 

¿ 
4; 
3? P3 X 

at 
rí H 0 O 
2 1 

...: 1 

XapakTtp 
^oC.nmoiiKi! (D 

(3> (D 

30 
30 
30 
30 
30 
42 

70 
70 
70 
70 
70 
85 

CTa.ib 

Oopwa BbieMKH 

rio.iyc(])epHMccKan 

Kor@ 
» 

rnncp6o.ia (ÿ 
» K' 

© riapiiMeipbi 
BUCMKH 

3)? 

c. ^ H . 
O s 

II 
•"! 03 

®ll 
C N 

» 
a ^ u 
r; >» 
O = 
U o 
>, 'X 

•X * C ^ — Vj 
CQ «« 

? 
CE 
M 
si 

S ^ 
C ^ 2 ^ I s O ^ _ ° « 

= 
■* E- 
CE 
S.; 

28 
27,2 
27,2 
27:2 
27.2 I - 
37.2 - 

60 
35 
27 

3000 
6500 
7300 
7100 
9500 
7150 

i 

©*> ^ailllblc -wn aapjuoB c atopa.iioMHiineBoii oö.iiiuobkoü to.huiiiioü 

6050 
7650 
8500 
9000 

10700 

MM. 

omlt»1^/ .D9"n3l°M of obarg«, 2) Charaot« of facing, 3) Fora of 
SÎIÎ&AFSrî*" °f “’“y- 5) Diamatar, am, 6) Bright, «, 7) 

SttXiÄr' âivæâï 
17) * Bata for ohargas with duraluninua facing 1 oa thic 
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Tabl« 104 

Efftct of M/*# on th« vtloolij of th« frontal part of 

a oumlativa jat (fon of oavity — eon«, ap«rtur« 
angl« 15°) 

0 
MarepHaji 

o6jihuobkh 

0 
ÜHaMeip sapsaa, mm 

w- 
CKOpOCTb rO.lOB- 

Hoft nacTH crpyH, 
MlCtK 

Ciajib .... 
> .... 

> .... 

JllOpaJIlOMHHHH » 
> 
> 

22 
30 
42 
22 
30 
42 

7400 
7300 
7400 
8800 
8500 
8600 

1) Mitarial of facing, 2) Blaaatar of oharg«, an, 3) 8p««d of 
frontal part of J«t, a/««o, 4) St««l, 5) Doraloainua. 

TS5IÍ105-- 
Effect of thickness of facing on ths velocity of 

frontal part of cunulatlve jet 

(Dlaenslons of charge: h = 85 em, d = 42 ■») 

@ 

O 
MarepHaji 
OÒVIMUOBKH 

Q 
ToauiMtia 

oõamionKH, mm 

- 
CKOpOCTb fO/IOB- 

hoA moctm crpyw, 
m!cck 

Ciajib . . . 
» ... 
> ... 

/IlOpa^lOMIIHHH 
> 

> 

> 

2 
3 
4 
1 
2 
3 
4 

67()0 
6050 
5250 
8600 
7600 
7500 
7150 

See Table 104. 
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ftbl« 106 

Critical falooltiaa of armor piaroiag 

0 
MaiepHaji nperpajiH r 0 TeepaocTb no 

BpHHCVIIO 
MarepHaa KynyaaiHBHoA 

cipyH 

® 1 
KpHTHMtCKi« 

CKO'ocrbcrpyH, 
MietK 

ülOpa^lOMHHHH .... 
Craab .... 
Crajib .... 
Ctaab 3aKa.reiiHafl . . 

115 
125 
125 

/?c = 50 

ülopa.llOMHHHH ©, . 
ZliopaaioMHHHii(5). . . 
Craab/ív .... 
Crajib^ . . 

2900 
3300 
2050 
2200 

— ■ , 

6) Staal 7) Hardaaad ataal. ^ “Z8*0» 5) Duraluaiaa 

Tabla 10? 

Dapandanca of araor piarciog action of Jat on 
nardnaas of armor 

r—---- 
(D 

MarepHaa nperpaau ToepjiocTb no 
BpHHeaw 

r - iJiyoHHa fiponenpo- 
GlIBailH«, MM 

(¡s Ciaab 
^Crajib ... . 
/¾ AaKtMHHHcBijü criaau 
u AaioMHHHeBbiii cnaaB 

100 
350 
50 

200 

111 
80 

327 
256 

ii jï, 1 of,f*rtitlon. 2) BrioMl lardn..., 3) D.nth of 
*r*°r plarolng, m, 4) Steel, 5) iloolniu elloy. 



Tabla 108 

Depandanc« of prasaure on velocity in tha pana- 
_tration of a cumulativa j at 

<D 

p, kUcm' 

(¾ u, HiceK 
(jlK)paJIK)MHHHeB3H 

CTpya no aiopa;iiOMn- 
HwesoA nperpaae) 

O u, M/cex 
(Afopa^iouHtnieBan 

CTpy» no cia.ibHOi) 
nperpaae) 

U, M.'CtK 
(CTa.ibHaa crpyn no 
ciajibiioft nperpaae) 

1.10^ 
2- 105 
3- 105 
4- 105 
5- 105 
6- 105 
7- 105 
8- 103 
9- 105 
1 • 100 

1,2-100 
1,4-100 
1,6-10« 
1,8-100 

2-108 

1300 
2320 
3200 
4000 
4670 
5310 
5930 
6520 
7060 
7570 
8540 
9450 

10250 
11100 
11850 

900 
1640 
2270 
2870 
3390 
3870 
4350 
4775 
5180 
5580 
6340 
7040 
7660 
8290 
8890 

510 
970 

1380 
1760 
2120 
2450 
2785 
3070 
3350 
3630 
4110 
4640 
5110 
5550 
5980 

-/ *»» »g/o* , u, a/seo (duraluainua lat oa 

3t7üM°“í^ÂlUo^1U*10U‘ M Stea V 

Table 109 

Dapandance of velocity of penetration on tha 
_velocity of the Jet 

® MaTepnaji CTpyH-iK)paJiK)MMHHAÍ3) 
Maiepwa^ 6poHn —cia^b ^ MarepHa.1 crpyii-cra^b (9 

W Maicpwaa OpoHM-craab ft) 

u, M.'cex @ 
ux, o Mlcei< U, M CCK 

1 ux< o- 

0 
940 

1540 
2080 
2360 
2770 
3340 

3300 
4000 
5000 
6000 
7000 
8000 
9000 

0 
610 

1060 
1470 
1890 
2260 
2650 

2050 
3000 
4000 
5000 
5500 
6-300 
7000 

--- .... _ 

1) Jet 
1- 5) ■/■•o. 

■aterial, 2) Armor material, 3) Duralmminum, 4) Steal, 



Ttbl« 110 

ExperJjwatal aod calcula ted relcolfti«« of aner 

¢) 
TojiiuHHa 
nperpaau, 

MM 

1 

© 

MarepHa.i 
nperpaAhi 

0 
Marepwaa 

crpyn 

CpeaHss 
CKOpOCTb 
saeueHTa 

ctpyH 
H0p. M¡CtK 

uxi 0 
tt4V 

<5> 
H3 8KC- 

nepHMCHta 

@ 
no ((»opMyae 

(73,8) 

~v> 
no ipopMyae 

/lOB- 
peHTbena 

30 
20 

30 

_ 

® Cra^b 
¡5) üiopa^K)- 

MHHHÍÍ 
Æwpajiio- 

5 MHHHÜ 

® Cra^b 
(g)iIiopa^io- 

MHHHft 
® Craab 

6300 
8000 

7100 

0,43 
0,43 

0,57 

0,44 
0,44 

0,60 

0,50 
0,50 

0,63 

! 

P*rtlti0?> 2) of petition, 3) 
Material of jet, 4) Average telooity of jet eleacot, a , a/««o, 5) 

«tt.TÂL'ÏÏ f0ma* (73>8)> 7) for^, 

Tibie 111 

Effect of rotation on traor pieroing aotlon of 

(D 
ünaMerp 

aapaja, mm 

n ^ napaMeipu KQHyca 

To^mwia 
CTCHOK 

oßanuoBKH, 
MM 

ijiyfiMHa õpoHenpoÕHBaHHn 
MM 

nOHMJKeHHC 
OpoHenpoÖHB- 

Horo 9(J)4)e Kta, 
« 

® AHaMerp 
OCHOBaHHH 

BblCMKH, 
MM 

h 

d 

<§> 

6c3 
spameHiiH 

6) 
«=20000 

06 MUH 

32 
55 
76 
32 
76 

26 
44 
56 
26 
56 

1 
1 
1 
2 
2 

1,0 
1,5 
2,0 
2,0 
2,0 

45rt5 
77 ±1 

132 ±3 
74 2: 5 

205 ±5 

37 i 4 
57 2 
90 ± 5 
44 5 
82 ±2 

20 
26 
32 
31 
60 

of o.nÄÄSu.VL0^ 
ï^Æg^tTÂ!00’7) n *J0’000 rf“’8) ^°°4100111 



I 4 If 
r- Tibie 112 

Effect of angle of aperture of the oone on armor- 
piercing action of rotating cumulative chargee 

© 
4>0PM3 BUCMKH 

• 

_^^- napaMerpu bhcmkh 
53- 

EpOHenpOÖMBHOÜ StJxJlCKT, MM rlOHIDKeHHe 
ópoHenpoÓHB- 
Horo 9<t)(}>eKTa 

npn spameHHH, 
X a 

d ® “och* 
MM 

h 

^OCR 
6es 

BpaiueHHfl n * 20 000 o6¡muh 

Konyc. 
» .... 
» .... 

fnnepóo^a . . 

27 
s 35 
' 60 

56 
56 
56 
56 

2,0 
1,2 
1,0 
2,0 

205 ±5 
160 ±5 
130 it 3 
160 ±5 

82 ±2 

86 ±8 
90 ± 5 
85 ± 5 

60 
46 
32 
47 

1) Form of cavity, 2) Parameters of cavity, 3) Armor piercing 
effect, am, 4) <%a8e, am, 5) Without rotation, 6) rpa, 7) Reduction in 
armor-piercing effect upon rotation, percent, 8) cone, 9) hyperbola 

Table 113 

Effect of speed of rotation on armor piercing 
action of cumulative charges 

O 

ÜHaMeip 
aapjua, 

MM 

© 
<J>Op.\ia BUCMKH 

n 0 napaMeipu 
BUCMKH 

^- 
HiyCHHa OpoHcnpofiHBaHHB, mm 

B B O 

(D 
et 
s 
s 
%i 

3 
<0 
a 
CO 

fO a; 
o 

* a 
»o o 

c 

ï 3 
J 
$ O 

o 

I 

ï! 3 
'S 
c 

1Í 
c 

< 3 
s 0 

o 
Cl 

76 (I 
76 § 

Konyc . 
rnnepóo.Ta .... 

56 
56 

2 

2 

205 
160 

120 
150 

115 
130 

98 
100 

82 
85 

1 

1) Diameter of charge, mm, 2) Form of cavity, 3) Parameters of 
cavity, 4) Depth of armor piercing, mm, 5) dba86, am, 6) Without 

rotation, 7) rpm, 8) Cone, 9) Hyperbola. 
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Tabl« 114 

D«p«odeno« of anor piaroiag action (depth of amor 
piercing, am) on the distance between the chargee 

and the amor. 

Q 
CKOpOCTb BpaiUeHHH 

® Bea BpameHHH . 

20 000 06/muh . 
(S> 

@ PacCTOdHMe Me>Kjiy sapaaoM h öpoiiefl, mm 

10 40 76 152 

100 

70 

132 

90 70 

120 

40 

1) Speed of rotation, 2) Distance between charge and araor. na 
3) Without rotation, 4) rpa. ' 
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Fig. 157, Scattering of datonation producta from 

1) Wave front, 2) Boundary of charge. 

Fig. 158. Detonation of TT-shaped charge. 

an oblique out 
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Fig. 163. Ictlv* part of ojllodrioal ouaulatlva oharga.

a; ^ ’

(iancrrm^ V . *

i ■
@ BB

•t^r.KyM^mu6naa
fiC'pOHtra

Om-
Fig. 164. Shaping of cumulative jet upon oompresaion of 

haoiapherical facing* a — charge prior to explosion, b — charge 
6 microseconds after explosion, o — 8 microseconds after, d —
12 microseconds after, e — 24 microseconds after.

1) Cumulative funnel, 2} Duraluminum, 3) Capsule, 4) Detonating 
>pin, 5) Ejqplosive.



4 j “ I

-h

i t-

%

Jle 165. For»itlon of cuwilativ* J«t upon oo^wsion of

St«,T~ 70 koro.«ond. .ftw, f - 24 .i/!rM«=c.na. .ftcr^____
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Fig. 160. Shaping of the cumulativa Jat. 

o) b) 

Fig. 161. Cumulativa chargor vith "leñaos." 

Fig. 162. Activo part of cumulativo charge. 
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Fl«. 167. Klorophotographs of pollahod seotioos of th« pMtlo 
(brass).
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Fig. 168, MotioD of cUBulative jet before and after plerolng 
the armor.

1) Motion of Jet before reaching armor, 2) Time, 3) Motion 
of jet after piercing the armor.

P.t,>r

Fig. 169. Detachment of jet from pestle. 

1} Detachment of jet.
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Fig. 170. CoBpr*B8«d facing aade of soft (a) and hard (b)

Fig. 171. Straak photograph of action of frontal part of 
ooanlatlTe j«t.
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Fig. 172. Spark photograph of diaperaad oueuilativa Jat (45 
Bioroseoonda after start of explosion).

1) Cumalative jet, 2) Ballistio wave.

Fig. 173. £q>losion of euBOlative charge (soheu).

1) Ballistic wave, 2) Cuaulative jet, 3) Charge prior to 
e:q>losion.
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Collision of jsts. Case of fomation of one jet after 
collision (p = (T-*)/2). 
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Fig. 177. Couvargiioo« of jet (steady-state flow of ideal 
liquid). C — initial jet, A and 8 — diverging jets. 

Fig. 178. Motion of elements of conical facing. 

Fig. 179. Motion of flat plate under the action of a detonation 
product. 
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Fig. 180. Coaprwsion of oonioal facing of otuoulativa obarga. 

Fig. 181. Distribution of valooitlas along cumulativa jet. 

Fig. 182. Compression of conical facing with 
non-uniformity of detonation of the charge. 

allowance for 
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Fig. 183. Distribution of vslooities along cumulative jet. 

Fig. 184. Diagram of true stresses. 
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u, ff/ceir® 
12000 

2000 
U up 

1000 

ürtpoßb ,V diJpOM (î) 

■Jltoçtm no cÔjHLiy Q) 
- OnjoM no â/ooam ® 

o dtopa/ib no cmoflu^ 

• Cnvwb no cOunuy @ 

Cmo/tb no cmojinQ 

..*■ I i h 
0123 ïpJ6 78 9¡OU 1213 K161617181920 

Plg. 185. Connection b«tv««n the velocity and pressure upon 
intereotion of oueulative jets with different partitions. 

i 1L?îÂlU?inî“ With dartiu®in“»» 2) Duralueinue vith lead, 3) 
vith duralualm» and duraluminum with steel, 4) Steel with lead 

5) Steel with steel, 6) u, m/seo, 7) kg/o«2. * 9 1,1X0 liiä» 

jP IO],Ki/CMt @ 

jet. 
Fig. 186. Unear distribution of velocities along cumulative 
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Fig. 1S7. Eff«ot of 76-aa ooBulativ* oharga on a plata (diatanca 
betvaen charge and amor la 4>5 matara).

# — plarcad holaa, O — daata. |

i(

I

Fig. 188. Lead cunulatlvat a) charge prior to explosion, b) 
formation of lead cumulative Jet after 12 nioroseoonda from the 
explosion.

1) Lead.
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HcKpai/KHue C'^pya 0

Fig. 189. Biaturisaaoe of stability of oumulativa jet. 

1) Beading of jet.

Fig. 190. lotion of rotating ounulatiTe obarge on a partition 
(n = 20,000 rpm).

Fig. 191. lotion of non-rotating cuiuilative charge on a 
partition.
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Fig. 192. Action of noa-rotatlng oumilntlvo ohargo on a 
partition.

.> V' ^

* *.

# vr’ ;?*^ • . »

• A' .

*%

K- 600

Fig. 193. Action of rotating ouaulatlva oharga on a partition.

Ill - -



Fig. 1¾. CuwLUtiv« ohargai 1 — detonator, 2 ~ bulky lena, 
3 — charge of explosive, 4 — cumulative facing. 

Fig. 195. Used in derivation of relationships for cumulative 
charge with cylindrical facing. 
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Fig. 196. Cumulative charges 1 — detonator, 2 
3 — explosive charge, 4 — cumulative facing. 

— bulky lens, 
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